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REPORT LEGEND
We produce integrated digital
technology solutions that
advance the living and working
environments of humanity.

CAPITALS
Financial capital
Manufactured capital
Human capital
Natural capital
Intellectual capital
Social and relationship capital
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About our integrated report g

Creating value describes the context in which we operate and how it is likely to change over the short to
medium term, our value-creating business model and our operating structure, and our strategy that enables us
to deliver on the needs and expectations of our stakeholders. These, along with resultant risks and opportunities,
inform our strategy over the short, medium and long term. Our intellectual, human and social and relationship
capitals are enablers in creating our financial and manufactured capitals.
Delivering value reflects on the performance of our business units and describes how we endeavoured to
create value in difficult operating conditions during FY2020 through our financial performance, primarily for our
investors, but also for all our stakeholders.
Creating value sustainably describes our efforts to be a responsible corporate citizen, contributing to the
good of our wider society and aspiring to the principles of the UN Global Compact’s Sustainable Development
Goals. We also consider the outlook for the Group in the context of global and domestic economic and
technological developments.
Protecting value presents our governance structures, compliance with legal and regulatory requirements,
and includes key deliberations of our Board and Board committees. Our Integrated Report is supplemented by
a suite of online publications, which caters for the diverse needs of our broad stakeholder base as part of our
integrated reporting. These can be accessed on our website at www.etion.co.za and include:
―― Results booklet and presentation
―― Consolidated Annual Financial Statements
―― Notice of Annual General Meeting
―― Form of proxy
―― Shareholder profile
―― Director and Executive management profiles
―― Register of attendance of meetings
―― Remuneration report
For further information visit our website

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

Read more on this page

STAKEHOLDERS

Improve profitability over the short term

Shareholders/investors and debt providers

Customising solutions to challenges faced by
each business

Employees

Providing exceptional client service

Customers/clients

Grow our leaders and managers

Suppliers/partners

Enhance innovation through digitalisation and
mobility

Media

Evolve organisational structure to meet new
demands

Union/bargaining council
Government and regulators
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About our integrated report
This Integrated Report of Etion Limited (Etion or the Group) is our primary report
to stakeholders. It covers the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020 (FY2020) and
is intended to address the information requirements of Etion’s investors and
various stakeholders, including our staff, customers and communities.
SCOPE AND BOUNDARY

FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

The aim of the report is to provide all stakeholders with
a balanced and integrated insight into the ability of the
Group to create value in the short, medium and long
term, which we define as periods of one year, two to
three years, and three to ten years, respectively.

With Etion’s performance subject to the risks involved in
the particular industries in which we operate, certain
forward-looking statements are made in the report,
particularly the impact of global trends, markets and
global and domestic economic conditions on the Group’s
strategy, performance and operations. These forwardlooking statements involve circumstances that may or
may not materialise, as well as known and unknown
risks, uncertainties and other important factors that
could cause actual results, performance or achievements
to be materially different from the future results,
performance or achievements expressed or implied by
such forward-looking statements. Stakeholders are thus
urged to exercise caution in making any investment
decisions based on these forward-looking statements.
The Group undertakes no obligation to update publicly
or to release any revisions to these forward-looking
statements to reflect events or circumstances after the
date of publication of this report or to reflect the
occurrence of unanticipated events.

The preparation and content of this report are guided
by the principles and requirements of the International
Integrated Reporting Council’s (IIRC) Integrated
Reporting Framework (IR Framework) and the King
Code of Governance Principles for SA (King IV™1). As a
company listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange
(JSE), we comply with the requirements of the JSE
Limited and the Companies Act of South Africa No 71 of
2008, as amended from time to time (Companies Act).
We operate in conformity with the provisions of our
Memorandum of Incorporation.

FINANCIAL AND NON-FINANCIAL
REPORTING
The report extends beyond financial reporting and
includes non-financial performance, opportunities, risks
and outcomes, attributable to or associated with our
stakeholders, that have a significant influence on our
ability to create value. Comparative numbers have been
included where appropriate. Although Etion is not a
signatory to the United Nation’s Global Compact
(UNGC), we subscribe to the 10 principles it embraces
and the UNCG’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs), which inform our non-financial disclosures.

MATERIALITY AND MATERIAL MATTERS
We apply the principles of materiality in assessing what
information is to be included in our Integrated Report.
This report focuses particularly on those issues,
opportunities and challenges that impact substantively
on the Group and its ability to be sustainable as it
continually strives to deliver value to shareholders and
key stakeholders. Our material matters 18 influence our
Group’s strategy and inform the content of this report.

REPORTING AND ASSURANCE
The annual financial statements have been prepared in
accordance with the International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS). We use a comprehensive assurance
model to assess and assure various aspects of the
business operations, including elements of external
reporting. These assurances are provided by divisional
and functional management and are overseen by the
Audit and Risk Committee and the Board. 17
Our Enterprise Risk Management Framework (ERMF)
guides these assurance processes and interactions with
independent external assurance providers, including
PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc, our external auditors; KPMG
for our Trust Centre audits, Bureau Veritas, our third-party
quality management system auditors; and Empowerlogic
Rating Agency, our BBBEE verification agency.

BOARD APPROVAL
The Etion Board of Directors acknowledges its responsibility for ensuring the integrity of this Integrated Report. The
Board confirms that it has collectively applied its mind in preparation of this report and that the report presents the
integrated performance of the Etion Group fairly and in accordance with the IR Framework. The report was approved
by the Board on 24 August 2020.
			
Dr Snowy Khoza		
(Chairperson)

		
		
Richard Willis		
Coen Bester		
Teddy Daka		

			
		
Martie Janse van Rensburg
Elvin De Kock		
Christi Maherry
1

The King IV Report on Corporate GovernanceTM. The copyright and trademarks are owned by the Institute of Directors in South Africa
NPC and all of its rights are reserved
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Who we are
WHAT WE DO
Etion Limited is a diversified digital technology group.
The horizontal design of our Group forms a value chain that delivers products and services across a spectrum of
industry sectors, including industrial, transport, telecommunications, defence, fintech and government. We draw on a
proud electronic engineering heritage dating back over 30 years. The legal structure is available 85 .

In safety and productivity
Providing digital systems built to enable our rail and transportation customers to track and monitor their
assets efficiently, conduct needs-based maintenance and improve safety, delivering real-time monitoring
of location, speed and safety systems, as well as the provision of collision detection and improved
productivity from the use of reliable real-time data.

In connectivity
Providing carrier-grade passive connectivity equipment and solutions that enable telecommunications
networks to function, connecting communities, businesses and government with mission-critical
connectivity access.

In cyber security
Providing world-class cyber risk capability to identify valid cyber risks posed to organisations. We use the
latest technology, from cryptographic and certification solutions and tools to digital signatures with
biometric access, to remove delays in internal or customer-facing approval processes smoothly, easily
and with a solid audit trail. We deliver what business, government and the military need to reduce fraud,
and facilitate headcount/employee integrity and management ecosystems that improve identification
for complete digital peace of mind.

In original design and manufacturing (ODM)
Providing customised electronic subsystems and products designed and manufactured for customers in
aerospace and defence, as well as in the mining, industrial and transportation sectors.

OUR PURPOSE
Digital technology, like humanity, is ever evolving. Our mission is to use it to our advantage and to see limitations as
opportunities to create barrier-breaking solutions, from ideation to design and manufacturing across diverse
industries, with one purpose: to advance humanity through technology.

OUR GOAL
To be an iconic solutions provider that turns ideas into unique digital technology solutions that advance the living and
working environments of humanity.

OUR VALUES

Radical

Dynamic

Committed

We view problems as opportunities
to proactively design new solutions.

We have an insatiable appetite
never to stop learning and
reinventing ourselves.

We are driven to deliver solutions
that meet real and tangible needs.

ETION Integrated Report 2020
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Who we are

DELIVERING ON OUR BRAND PROMISE
We cater to the evolving needs of all our stakeholders and pioneer new solutions
to deliver value and enable sustainable growth.
Delivering on our brand promise requires considered development and delivery of customer services, employee
engagement and products, solutions and services that foster trust and ensure the success of our brand.

OUR HISTORY
1987

1998

2007

2010

₀₀ Etion (then Ansys)
established as a
defence company
(providing avionic
computers/crash
recorders to South
African Airforce)

₀₀ Entered Rail

₀₀ Listed on the JSE: AltX

₀₀ Entered mining and
industrial

2012

2013

2015

2016

₀₀ Restructured, with a
focus on creating a
sustainable and
competitive business

₀₀ Entered Telecoms
through the
acquisition of Tedaka
Technologies

₀₀ Level 5 BBBEE

₀₀ Level 4 BBBEE

₀₀ Acquired Parsec as
part of drive to
become intellectual
property (IP)-led
provider of technology
solutions

₀₀ Tedaka Technologies
merged with Redline
Telecommunications
SA to form Tedaka
Network Solutions

₀₀ Level 2 BBBEE

₀₀ Consolidated all
defence, cyber
security, mining and
industrial activities
within Parsec

2017

2018

2019

2020

₀₀ Redefined operating
segments to become
a digital solutions
provider

₀₀ Acquired LAWTrust to
establish a distinct
cyber security
business

₀₀ Integrated LAWTrust
into Etion financial
reporting and
governance structure

₀₀ Completed
restructuring of Etion
Digitise and Etion
Connect

₀₀ Achieved level 1
BBBEE

₀₀ Repositioned and
rebranded to Etion to
unlock the integral
value of the Etion
Group

₀₀ Rated the “Most
empowered” company
on the JSE

ETION Integrated Report 2020

₀₀ Implemented strategy
to expand
internationally
₀₀ Maintained Level 1
BBBEE
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Message from the Chairperson g

Level 1 | BBBEE rated

-0.87 cents | HEPS
(2019: -0.53 cents)

311 |

Employees

(2019: 350)

33.7% |

Gross margin

(2019: 30.3%)

Normalised HEPS

| 3.04 cents

(2019: 0.59 cents)

(R9.6 million) | EBITDA
(2019: EBITDA R29.86 million)

R572.9 million | Revenue
(2019: R595.9 million)

ETION Integrated Report 2020
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Message from
the Chairperson

We are in the midst
of a technological
revolution that
is fundamentally
altering the way
people live, work and
relate to one another.

Dr Snowy Khoza
Chairperson

OVERVIEW

Financial sustainability

Etion operated in extremely challenging conditions
during the 2020 financial year (FY2020). The sustained
weakness of the South African economy, where we
generated 89% of our revenue, continued to impact
most of our primary domestic markets. Widespread
geo-political tensions, such as global trade wars and
regional conflicts in some of our markets in the Middle
East and Africa, the sharp decline in oil prices to levels
last seen in 2002, and the devastating impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic at the end of our financial year,
exacerbated domestic and global market conditions.
Our business units were heavily impacted by specific
challenges, such as reduced or delayed spending by
customers, foreign exchange impacts on costs, and
intense competition in shrinking markets.

The Board assessed the Group’s structure and operations to
establish the future potential of our markets and ability of our
four business units to continue competing and delivering
sustainable financial performances in the current
environment. We evaluated the resilience of their value
chains, and their capacity and capability to deliver products
and services that remained relevant to their customers and
business partners, and capitalised on growth opportunities,
particularly during the COVID-19 lockdown.

The Board and executive management responded by
intervening decisively in business units that became
unsustainable in these conditions, while continuing to
implement our strategy to expand Etion
internationally. In doing so, we sought to defend
Etion’s longer-term sustainability and uphold the
Group’s purpose to advance humanity through
technology. 09

THE BOARD’S KEY FOCUS AREAS
Within the broader macro operating context,
technology businesses exist in a rapidly evolving
operating environment driven by continuous
advances in technology. A primary task of our Board is
to ensure that Etion’s strategy remains responsive to
market risks and opportunities.

ETION Integrated Report 2020

This process confirmed that, while Etion Create and Etion
Secure (LAWTrust) remained resilient and able to respond
to change, Etion Digitise had become unsustainable in the
current market. The Board increased its scrutiny of the
impact of COVID-19 on Etion Connect and decided such
impact would be material, given the business unit had
reported a loss for the year and 95% of its components are
imported. We concluded that, in the interest of protecting
the value that remained in the Group’s functional business
units, it would be necessary to take the following actions:
―― Etion Digitise was significantly restructured from its
current form. Critical engineering resources were
absorbed into Etion Create to leverage synergies in the
businesses
―― Etion’s corporate office was significantly reduced to a
much leaner centre comprising only the GCEO, GCFO
and Group Financial Controller roles, and devolving
more operational and entrepreneurial autonomy to the
business units
―― Subsequent to the year-end, in May 2020, the Board
decided that Etion Connect had become unsustainable
in the prevailing market conditions and management
initiated a strategic review, led by a multi-disciplinary team,
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to explore the strategic options for Etion Connect. This
included restructuring the business unit with the
objective of improving its long-term sustainability.
―― Executive and operational management of Etion
Create and Etion Secure were given more operational
autonomy and challenged to prepare their operations
for a different future in which they have the necessary
focus and agility to adapt to change and compete
internationally

International expansion
Etion’s primary lever to mitigate risk in its domestic
markets and achieve sustainable longer-term growth is
to internationalise its products and services. The Group
produces a range of unique products and solutions that
have global appeal in an increasingly digital world because
they enable customers to automate and integrate data
gathering, processing, analysis and response activities.
Growing demand for our Internet of Things (IoT) and
cyber security solutions in South Africa, the Middle East,
Sub-Saharan Africa and further afield in South America,
Europe and Australia positions the Group to achieve its
primary goal to be a solutions provider that turns ideas
into unique digital technology solutions that advance the
living and working environments of humanity. We enable
banks and insurance companies to understand and
respond more effectively to their customers. Transport
and logistics companies improve the efficiency and
security of their assets with our vehicle tracking. The gas
detection systems we design and manufacture improve
safety in underground mining. We assist governments to
maintain national security and prevent fraud. Our
leading-edge digital and cyber security services enable
businesses or individuals to convert from manual to
digital processes and protect the integrity of their
valuable data assets from cybercrime. 46

COMMITTED TO GOOD GOVERNANCE`
The Board embraces the outcomes of effective
governance 76 – ethical culture, good performance,
effective control and legitimacy. Etion encompasses
good governance in every element of our business as we
strive to achieve the Group’s strategic goals ethically and
effectively, protecting the Group’s sustainability and
creating value for our stakeholders.
The Board monitors stakeholder engagement routinely to
ensure the Group responds appropriately to stakeholder
expectations and concerns, and continually deepens
engagement with stakeholders who have a material
impact on the Group in the short, medium and long term.

BOARD COMPOSITION
Subsequent to the year-end, Christi Maherry resigned as
an executive director of Etion Limited and CEO of
LAWTrust with effect from 31 August 2020. Christi was a
co-founder of LAWTrust and led the business for 14 years.
During this period she developed it into South Africa’s
leading digital trust service provider, with a growing
presence in international markets.

Creating value g

CREATING VALUE SUSTAINABLY IN
SOCIETY
The Board focused on safeguarding Etion’s critical assets,
primarily our business units and our people. There are
difficult choices and trade-offs that any business in
survival mode has to make, and the remedial actions we
implemented inevitably impacted our ability to sustain
value creation in certain areas of our business. We had to
let some of our people go and decrease investment in
learnerships offered, and this impacted our human
capital negatively.
However, we strengthened our business to be more
sustainable and continued to maintain our Level 1 BBBEE
rating and environmental commitments. We are
conscious of the need to improve energy efficiency
across the Group and we implement initiatives to reduce
our direct carbon footprint through energy, water and
waste management measures. During FY2020 our
electricity and water usage declined, and we increased
our waste recycling. 49
We limited our investments to initiatives that are key to
our longer-term sustainability, deploying:
―― R32.7 million to support black-owned and black
women-owned businesses by procuring from them
―― R7.6 million (2019: R8.4 million), to train and develop
our employees, thereby addressing skills shortages in
our sectors
―― R0.5 million to protect employees and retain core
skills during COVID-19

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
I wish to start by acknowledging the significant role of
my predecessor, Nonhlanhla Mjoli-Mncube, in overseeing
Etion’s transformation into the digital solutions provider
it is today. I stepped in as Chairperson during a difficult
period for the Group and I would like to thank our
shareholders who have, for several years, patiently
accepted the need to retain earnings for future growth.
I am equally grateful to my Board colleagues for
supporting me and being resolute in making the tough
decisions that were necessary to sustain the Group. I
thank the Group CEO, Teddy Daka, his executive
management team, and all of our employees for
implementing our remedial actions while remaining
committed to our strategy. Finally, on behalf of the
Group, I thank our customers and business partners for
continuing to believe in us.
I am confident that we now have the capacity and
capability to restore profitability and resume sustainable
value creation.

Dr Snowy Khoza
Chairperson

Christi is passionate about supporting and uplifting
female entrepreneurs and has decided to turn her focus
to this worthy endeavour.
Fortunately, Christi will continue as shareholder and as
Chairperson of LAWTrust.

Focus ahead

59
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Our operating environment
External and internal trends in our operating environment influence our ability
to create sustainable value. By understanding the challenges and opportunities
in our operating environment, we are better positioned to respond to them with
our enterprise risk management process.
SUSTAINED ECONOMIC WEAKNESS
Context
South African GDP growth (%)1
1.4

2
0

0.8

Our response
0.2

0.4

-2
-4
-6
(7.2)
-8

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020 est.

―― South African GDP in 2019 declined to its lowest
level since 2009.
―― The global economy is being materially impacted by
COVID-19. This, compounded by the downgrading of
South Africa’s last investment-level sovereign credit
rating, has placed additional pressure on South
Africa’s GDP, which is expected to contract
significantly in 2020. The SARB further estimates
that growth rates will rise by 2.2% in 2021 after the
initial decline. Globally the 2021 growth in GDP is
forecasted by the IMF to be 5.8%, which bodes well
for international projects.
―― The shift in the focus of government’s spending
priorities to its COVID-19 response may increase its
indebtedness and result in further curtailment of
spending by major customers in the public sector,
while much-needed scrutiny of state procurement is
also delaying spending by state-owned companies.
―― Etion Digitise and Etion Connect were heavily
impacted by lower demand for railway services and
a slowdown and intense competition in the roll-out
of fibre, respectively.
―― Etion Create is largely project driven and, although
we are integrally involved in the design and
development phase of customer projects, it remains
challenging to predict the commencement of
production.
―― Conversely, Etion Secure (LAWTrust) benefitted
significantly from the increased demand for
digitalisation and cyber security after the
emergence of COVID-19.

1

―― The sharp decline in the value of the South African
Rand against the currencies of our trading partners
(primarily US Dollar) increased the cost of Etion
Connect’s imported components.
Given that 89% of our revenue is generated in domestic
markets, we mitigated the impact of South Africa’s
economic weakness by focusing on internal cost
efficiencies, restructuring our business units in response
to declining demand and expanding our presence in
international markets. We targeted growth markets in
the Middle East and Sub-Saharan Africa to reduce our
reliance on the domestic economy. The rapid growth in
digital adoption validated our strategy to increase our
digitalisation and cyber security capacity.

RAPID ADVANCES IN TECHNOLOGY
Context

“Overall, global competitiveness
has improved by 1.3 points year on
year, driven mainly by the increase
in ICT adoption” – WEF, Global
Competitiveness Report 2019
―― Increased competition and poor economic
conditions compel many businesses to improve
their operating models and customer service by
digitising and digitalising. Public sector institutions
are also under growing pressure to improve service
delivery by adopting digital technologies.
―― Increased digitalisation offers significant
opportunities but also heightens the risk of security
and data breaches as criminals exploit increased
computing power, automation and artificial
intelligence (AI) to create more advanced exploits
and malware. These factors are compounded by a
global shortage of cyber security skills.
―― The threat of cyberattacks has spurred demand for
secure communications and operations by
governments and private sector corporations alike.
―― Although demand for fibre to business and homes
declined in line with subdued economic growth, it
is estimated that fibre offers up to 10 years of
development before any other new technology offers
viable alternatives. Etion Connect’s anchor customers
are increasingly achieving higher fibre connection
rates, which is likely to spur the next phase of
investment. 2.3 million households and most

https://www.ig.com/za/news-and-trade-ideas/supplementary-budget-speech-200624?SM=TW&CHID=9&REF=IG
ETION Integrated Report 2020
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Creating value

Our operating environment continued

Etion capitalises on this opportunity by offering cyber
security solutions in South Africa and globally. Etion
Create has a long-established customer base in the
Middle East and is pursuing opportunities to extend its
secure communications and IoT solutions in Southeast
Asia and South America. Based on LAWTrust’s strong
brand, Etion Secure (LAWTrust) has customer bases in
South Africa and the Middle East and is pursuing
growth opportunities in Sub-Saharan Africa, focusing
on opportunities in safety, cyber security and frictionless
operations, digitalisation of operations and the drive
towards e-government.

Digitising: the process of converting
information from a physical format into
a digital one
Digitalisation: the process of leveraging
digitisation to improve business
processes
businesses in South Africa can afford to install fibre to
facilitate the move towards digitalisation.
Government’s policy direction to drive socio-economic
development by expanding fixed broadband (fibre)
further enhances the sector’s longer-term outlook.

A recent study1 by the WEF indicated that cyberattacks
and data fraud due to a sustained shift in working
patterns are amongst the most worrisome trends for
business globally. LAWTrust is uniquely positioned to
assist businesses to mitigate this risk.

Our response
Etion Create and Etion Secure (LAWTrust) rely on
technology to remain competitive and increasingly
develop their own IP and capacity to provide exportable
solutions for their customers.

Most worrisome for your company (based on WEF survey)
Prolonged recession of the global economy

66.3%

Surge in bankruptcies (big ﬁrms and SMEs) and a wave of industry consolidation
Cyberattacks and data fraud due to sustained shift in working patterns

50.1%

Failure of industries or sectors in certain countries to properly recover

50.1%

Protracted disruption of global supply chains

48.4%

Tighter restrictions on cross-border movement of people and goods
Another global outbreak of COVID-19 or different
infectious disease
0

10
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20
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42.9%

35.4%

30

40

50

GEOPOLITICAL

The current economic environment, worsened by the
impact of COVID-19, has extended the timing of an
improvement in the fibre-build market. This, combined
with competition and the increased foreign exchange
impact of a weakened Rand on Etion Connect’s imported
components, has materially impacted Etion Connect’s
sustainability in the immediate and medium term.

INDUSTRY CYCLES
Context
Etion Create is experiencing a low phase in its original
design manufacturing (ODM) business, which operates
in an industry that tends to run in four- to seven-year
cycles. An anticipated increase in large orders has not
yet materialised.
Etion Create and, to a lesser extent, Etion Secure
(LAWTrust), which deliver a significant portion of the
Group’s business, have fixed costs for the
1

52.7%

60

ENVIRONMENTAL

manufacturing facility and engineers. These costs need
to be proactively managed in down cycles.
South Africa’s sustained economic downturn continues
to weigh heavily on our business units. One of Etion
Digitise’s largest customers is in the railway transport
sector, which was impacted by the downturn in
commodity markets and the decline in public sector
infrastructure development spending. Etion Connect was
impacted by the slowdown in fibre-build programmes.

Our response
Our business units focused on cost reduction in line with
lower revenue and diversified their revenue streams
geographically and by sector to mitigate these risks.
However, the Group retained engineering talent and
institutional memory in Etion Create and continued to
develop own IP in Etion Create and Etion Secure
(LAWTrust) in preparation for an upturn in industry cycles.

World Economic Forum, COVID-19 Risks Outlook: A Preliminary Mapping and Its Implications, 2020

ETION Integrated Report 2020
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INTERNATIONAL EXPANSION

ZAR/USD exchange rate (March 2010 – March 2020)
20
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15
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9.35

10
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Source: Standard Bank website

Context
The opportunity of international expansion exposes
business to new risks.
―― While the weakness of the Rand against the
currencies of our main trading partners increased
the cost of Etion’s imported inputs, it had a positive
impact on the international income of Etion Secure
(LAWTrust) and Etion Create
―― Geo-political tensions caused by regional conflicts or
political events in our targeted markets in Africa and
the Middle East may create obstacles to the progress
of our business activities, but they have also driven
expenditure on defence in the Middle East, to Etion’s
advantage
―― The closure of air travel as a result of COVID-19
lockdowns halted all travel to international markets,
interrupting some of our business development
activities

Group executives develop relationships and engage
extensively with public sector authorities in our areas of
operation to ensure the Group understands and
complies with regulatory and contractual requirements
in our targeted markets.
LAWTrust’s partnerships and reseller programmes
enable the business unit to maintain its business
development activities despite the travel restrictions
imposed by COVID-19 lockdowns.
The increased adoption of digital technology by
governments, businesses and individuals continues to
open up new and growing opportunities globally for
Etion’s digital products and services. Digitalisation
drives the momentum of Etion Create’s expansion to
new markets with communication and IoT solutions,
while Etion Secure (LAWTrust) increases its focus on
cloud/hosted services in international markets that can
be offered remotely and do not require physical market
presence. 38 46

Our response
Etion implemented an enhanced hedging policy to
reinforce natural hedging across the Group and in
addition, defined risk tolerance thresholds in respect
Group wide foreign exchange exposures. These
developments improve hedging by providing a single
view of foreign exchange exposures and limiting forex
transaction costs.

ETION Integrated Report 2020
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Creating value

Our value-creating
business model
INPUTS | Our six capitals
Financial capital

Human capital

Revenues flowing from products and services
we provide

Our engineers, developers and support staff
with the skills, experience and expertise
adding value to our products and services

R572.9 million

Revenue

R308.6 million Capital reserves

311

Resource complement

R82.6 million

17

Technical security
engineers

32

Software developers

Cash equivalents

Intellectual capital
Skills, experience, expertise, software,
systems, patents, supporting our provision of
services in
> Software

> Biometrics

> Cryptography

> Digital signatures

Manufactured capital
Our hardware, firmware, digital systems,
assembling, manufacturing equipment and
ODM products

R43.3 million

Property, plant,
equipment

Social and relationship capital
Relationships we maintain with our
shareholders and stakeholders
Relationships with global

Level 1 BBBEE technology brands
Natural capital

The natural resources we use to enable our
business units

646 367 kWh

Electricity

1 978 Kl

Water usage down 23%

KEY ACTIVITIES AND OUTPUTS
Where we operate
SOUTH AFRICA

Customer
Mining/Transportation and Logistics (including Rail)/Government and SOEs/
Financial Services/Oil and Gas/Aerospace/Defence/Agriculture/Energy/
Maritime/Telecommunications
Design/Development/Manufacturing (ODM capability to support business
units across the Group)
> On-board
systems

Internet of Things
(loT)

> Trackside
systems
> Remote
monitoring

Recording,
Reporting,
Monitoring,
Smart Sensoring,
Smart Control,
Devices and
Displays,
Asset Tracking

Connectivity/Digital Networks/Networks Infrastructure
Information and cyber security – including authentication, encryption,
biometric solutions, digital signatures

ETION Integrated Report 2020

We provide revenue
generating services
to clients in:

•
•
•
•

South Africa
Sub-Saharan Africa
UAE
Saudi Arabia
We have partnerships
in Iceland and Australia.
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VALUE-ADDED STATEMENT
Etion is part of a greater socioeconomic ecosystem and we recognise that we
are dependent on robust relationships with all other stakeholders. Value-added
indicates the wealth Etion creates through its activities for our main stakeholder
groups, which comprise our shareholders, employees, debt providers, suppliers
and government.
OUTCOMES | for our stakeholders
Shareholders/ investors and debt providers

R9.7 million | invested in R&D during
the period

ISO 9001 accreditation

Decisive interventions, including restructuring or
discontinuation of unsustainable operations, to ensure
longer-term sustainability

Suppliers/ partners

R16.9 million procurement from black women
owned companies

R572.9 million | in revenue
Headline earnings loss of
Gross margin

|0
 .87 cents
per share

| 33.7%

R32.7 million from black-owned entities
R48.2 million spent on Exempted MicroEnterprises (EME) and Qualifying
small Enterprises (QSE)
Supplier development R1.4 million
Enterprise development R1.5 million
Employees
Transformed management structure

R7.6 million | s pent on skills development
programmes

6 | lost-time injuries

R7.6 million

spent on skills development
programmes

6
1 447

lost-time injuries
employee training hours

Community

117 unemployed people were included in various
learnership, internship and apprenticeship
programmes

Level 1 | B -BBEE status Level achieved

| 62% of senior management
Black females | 38%

Black people

Customers
International accreditation of global brands

R9.7 million invested in R&D during the period
ISO accreditation
Government regulators

6 | bins of waste per week
6 247kg | of recycled paper
130kg | of chemicals
2 494kg | of cardboard boxes

Broadened scope of public sector work
Support BBBEE suppliers
Local procurement
International and ISO accreditation

Environment
General waste down 60%
Recycled paper up 64%
Chemicals used down 51%
Recycled cardboard boxes up 731%

ETION Integrated Report 2020
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Creating value

Our strategy
Etion’s strategy is to be a technology holding company, positioned to build
customised solutions that meet specific needs of customers in any sector and
advance humanity through technology.
Etion’s growth strategy is underpinned by development
of own IP, internationalisation and partnership to
facilitate market expansion. We place customer service
and experience at the centre of our thinking, planning
and strategy implementation. Collaboration across our
business portfolio enables the Group to create synergy
for the benefit of our customers.

―― Restructured the Etion Digitise and Etion Connect
business units in response to sustained contraction
in their domestic markets and reviewed the future
sustainability of Etion Connect

As an entrepreneurial business operating in a rapidly
evolving technology environment, Etion reviews its
strategy routinely, adapting it to both risk and
opportunity in its operating environment. The Group
experienced a period of transition in FY2020 as we:

―― Devolved greater operational and entrepreneurial
autonomy to the business units

―― Transformed the corporate office into a lean,
lower-cost centre, responsible for strategy direction
and growth of shareholder value

As we implemented these defensive actions, we
actively advanced our strategy to internationalise Etion.

OUR STRATEGIC JOURNEY
YESTERDAY

AIM: BUILD FOUNDATION FOR ACCELERATED GROWTH

―― Etion Digitise restructured to focus on rail and absorbed into Etion Create to leverage engineering synergies
―― Etion Connect streamlined to reduce unsustainable cost base and restore focus on core value-added reseller services
―― Etion Create improved efficiency, maintained operational stability and continued to invest for future growth
―― Acquired LAWTrust to strengthen cyber security offering and international expansion

TODAY

AIM: GROW AND PROTECT EARNINGS

―― Implemented further cost reduction and customer diversification in shrinking markets
―― Focused on MVPs to shorten development stages and limit cost by addressing customer concerns early in
development
―― Conducted a strategic review of Etion Connect’s future viability as market conditions deteriorated further, exacerbated
by COVID-19
―― Significantly reduced the size and cost of the corporate office
―― Defended and extended Etion Create by investing in new IP and international expansion
―― Deepened Etion Create’s customer engagement and conducted employee training to improve customer service,
experience and retention
―― Repurposed IP in Etion Digitise and Etion Create for different purposes, including satellite navigation solutions for
defence force customers
―― Grew the international revenue of Etion Secure (LAWTrust) by winning significant customers in the Middle East
and Africa
―― Focused on building Etion Secure (LAWTrust) into a digital business that delivers solutions online or supports its
customers remotely

TOMORROW

AIM: OPTIMISE FOR ACCELERATED GROWTH

―― Establish Etion Limited as a technology holding company
―― Position core business units as focused, agile and able to adapt to change and compete internationally
―― Restore profitability in uncertain market conditions
―― Support the sustainable long-term growth of Etion Create, Etion Connect and Etion Secure (LAWTrust)

ETION Integrated Report 2020
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Underpinned by our strategic objectives

Improve profitability over the planning
window

Grow our leaders and managers

Customise solutions to challenges
faced by each business unit

Enhance innovation through
digitalisation and mobility

Provide exceptional client service

Evolve organisational structure to meet
new demands

OUR STRATEGIC ENABLERS

OUR VALUE PROPOSITION

Brand

We base our growth strategy on
our recognition of the opportunities
presented by the digital revolution.

Our brand name Etion draws on our proud technology
engineering heritage and our extensive original design and
manufacturing capabilities and gives us a solid platform
from which to launch world-class digital technology
solutions to meet the needs of a smarter world.
The rebranding to Etion in 2019 enabled us to shift away
from the Ansys brand, which was associated only with
railway construction, and reposition the Group as a
high-technology business. Although we also rebranded
Parsec (now Etion Create) and embedded LAWTrust
within Etion Secure, we continue to leverage the strong
value that was created by the Parsec and LAWTrust
brands.

Agility
The Group’s restructuring reduced the cost base and
will increase operational autonomy, while maintaining
a sound governance-based foundation. This enables
Etion Create (incorporating Etion Digitise), Etion
Connect and Etion Secure (LAWTrust) to focus solely
on implementing the strategy and leveraging their
synergies to offer the Group’s full potential to more
diverse markets.

Focus
As a technology group with nascent and tangible IP,
our ability to adapt, develop or gain access to new and
improved technologies is critical to our long-term
sustainability.
Empowerment and diversity are a catalyst for
innovation and a potential competitive advantage.
While the restructuring of the Group was necessary, it
entailed the short-term loss of 29 full-time employees.
We maintained our Level 1 BBBEE status regardless. We
will continue to focus on building a culturally diverse
and dynamic workforce that reflects the values and
diversity of our customers, our partners and society. 49
1

We are structured to unlock value across the
digitalisation value chain for existing customers and
take advantage of a wide range of opportunities across
different sectors by broadening our customer base. Our
operations draw on the capacity of each business unit
to deliver seamless end-to-end solutions to customers,
and thereby create value for our stakeholders.

OUR STRATEGIC FOCUS FOR 2021
We will continue to leverage the increasing growth in
customer demand globally for:
―― Businesses such as LAWTrust that know how to
protect and improve the efficiency of digital assets
―― The unique digital products and solutions Etion
Create produces for customers to improve safety,
security, convenience and operational efficiency

“Some think of technology
innovation as nothing more than
eureka! moments. While there is
an element of that, harnessing
advanced technology to create
new opportunities is more about
programmatic, disciplined effort,
carried out over time, than it is
about inspiration.”1
Etion has a proud history of disciplined and focused
effort since 1987 that supports our ability to identify
opportunities and commercialise them into
products suited to our customers’ needs.

Deloitte Tech Trends 2020, Martin Casado General Partner, Andreessen Horowitz
ETION Integrated Report 2020
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Managing risk
The Etion Enterprise Risk Management Framework
(ERMF) guides our approach to risk and risk controls
and sets standards for effective risk management
throughout the Group. The ERMF:
―― Identifies Etion’s principal risk types and their
organisational owners
―― Defines the Group’s limits and other requirements
for specific risks
―― Sets escalation processes for exceptions to limits and
other requirements
―― Identifies reporting procedures for risks

OUR RISK PRINCIPLES
The ERMF is based on the principles of the
ISO 31000 Risk Management standard and

customised to the Group’s unique requirements. The
aim of the ERMF is to:
―― Promptly identify, measure, manage, report and
monitor risks that affect achievement of the Group’s
mission, goals and strategic, operational and
financial objectives
―― Embed risk management in the Group’s strategy
and decision-making processes

―― Enable the Board and the Group Executive Committee
(GEXCO) to manage and control the Group’s risk profile
in line with its risk appetite by responding to threats
and opportunities to optimise returns
Our ERMF is guided by the following principles:
―― A robust governance framework – Clear
responsibilities and accountability for risk-taking are
defined, including documented policies, guidelines,
monitoring and reporting procedures, and a culture
of disciplined risk-taking, through use of common
terminology and systems to foster a consistent
approach to taking and managing risk.

ETION Integrated Report 2020

―― Integrated risk management – Risk management
is an integral part of all our organisational activities,
including active risk management in business
planning and decision-making processes, and
timely involvement of stakeholders, resulting in
improved awareness and informed risk
management.
―― A structured and comprehensive approach –
A combination of quantitative and qualitative risk
management contributes to consistent and
comparable results.
―― Customised framework and process – Our ERMF
and process are customised and proportionate to
the external and internal context related to our
strategic objectives.
―― Dynamic risk management – Risks can emerge,
change or disappear as our external and internal
operational context changes, and our risk
management anticipates, detects and responds to
those changes and events in an appropriate and
timely manner.
―― Best available information – The inputs to risk
management are based on historic and current
information, and future expectations. Risk
management explicitly considers limitations and
uncertainties associated with such information and
expectations. We require information to be timely,
clear and available to relevant stakeholders.
―― Human and cultural factors – Human behaviour
and culture influence all aspects of risk
management at each level and stage.
―― Continual improvement – As a key component
of quality management, risk management is
continually improved through learning and
experience.
―― Fostering risk transparency by raising awareness
and understanding of risk throughout the Group,
reporting risk internally, and appropriately disclosing
risks to investors, analysts, shareholders and
regulators.
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COORDINATING THE ERMF
Various stakeholders and organisational structures are accountable and responsible for different aspects of the ERMF.

Governance structures employed in coordinating the ERMF effectively
Board
Board of Directors
Audit and Risk
Committee

Group Executive Committee (GEXCO)
GCEO and GEXCO
Management and Risk
Control Committee

Finance
Committee

Group Risk Management
GCFO, Risk Officer
Independent
assurance

Major Bid Review
Team

Business Unit, Division, Functional Management
Risk Management in Business Units
Risk Owners

n
Co

tinu

Risk Champions

Risk Forums

Risk Taking

Risk Control

o u s i m p r ov e m

en

OUR OBJECTIVES IN MANAGING RISK

t

Our objectives in managing risk include:

Monitor and review

Consult and communicate

Scope and context
Assess
Identify
Analyse
Evaluate
Treat
Record and report

Co

nt i

nu o

u s imp r

e
ove m

―― Providing a basis for effectively managing risk,
considering threats and opportunities and thereby
driving performance and building value
―― Aligning our risk appetite with our strategy
―― Enhancing risk-response decisions
―― Supporting effective management of project risks
―― Reducing operational exposures and losses
―― Identifying and managing cross-enterprise risks

nt

―― Providing integrated responses to multiple risks
―― Protecting our reputation and brand
ETION Integrated Report 2020
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Creating value

Managing risk continued

STEPS IN IDENTIFYING, PRIORITISING
AND RANKING OUR RISKS
1.

Complete interviews with select members of
management to identify, capture and discuss
enterprise risks.

5. Facilitate a session with GEXCO and select members
of management to evaluate the prioritisation of risks
in terms of establishing:
₀₀ Agreement on risk prioritisation
₀₀ High and moderate risks to evaluate factors of
impact and likelihood to foster the
understanding of overall risk exposure

2. Categorise risks within the risk types: Strategic,
Operational, Compliance.

₀₀ Risks with significant deviation spread to gain
insight on variation

3. Review the identified risks with the ERM sponsor
or committee to confirm and establish the risk
population for prioritisation.

6. Present identified material risks to the Audit and Risk
Committee (ARC) and the Board of Directors (the
Board) for inclusion in the Annual Integrated Report.

4. Rank risks according to likelihood and impact.

OUR CONSOLIDATED RISK PROFILE

Almost certain
Talent

Likelihood

Likely

Transformation
and diversity

Cyber
security

Macroeconomic
COVID-19

Technology
innovation

Possible

Customer
centricity

Internal
organisational
alignment

Unlikely

Regulatory
compliance
Human
capital

Customer
concentration

Highly unlikely

Impact
Minor

Moderate

Major

Severe

Financial (% Group profit) 1 – 3% impact
R0 – 2 million

3 – 10% impact
R2 – 7 million

10 – 25% impact
R8 – R18 million

> than 25% impact
R18 million

Disruption to business

No damages. Minimal
disruption to business
operations

No damages. Minimal
disruption to business
operations

Damages and shortterm disruption to
business operations

Significant disruption to
business operations –
extended period

Reputation (impact on
media reporting)

No media reporting

Only local media
reporting, limited
social media

Extended negative
regional/industry
media coverage,
incl. social media

Extensive negative
international media
coverage

ETION Integrated Report 2020
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Strategic objectives
Profitability

Growth engines

Innovation

Organisational structure

Client experience

Leadership

Movement
Remains unchanged from 2019

New risk

Increased risk

Reduced risk

Macro-economic risk
Strategic objectives

Movement

Root cause

Mitigation

South African GDP is forecast to contract by -7.2% (2020)
and grow by 2.2% (2021) as the impact of COVID-19 adds
more pressure to the already weak South African economy.
This heightens macro-economic risk for Etion as
approximately 89% of our revenue is generated in
South Africa.

Executive management proactively realigns Etion’s
strategy to diversify revenue sources by:

The global impact of COVID-19 may also reduce the
momentum of our strategy of diversifying and growing
revenue sources internationally.

―― Actively pursuing sources of revenue outside
South Africa (Middle East, Sub-Saharan Africa)
―― Positioning the Group as a digital technology
solutions provider to enable it to build
customised solutions to meet specific needs
of customers in any sector
―― Allocating an international revenue target to
drive Etion Secure’s strategy of international
expansion (Etion Secure exceeded the target
by 100% in FY2020)
―― Continually monitoring macro-economic
indicators and trends to enable timeous
responses to significant changes

COVID-19
Strategic objectives

Movement

Root cause

Mitigation

COVID-19 has created a massive humanitarian challenge
causing soaring unemployment globally, even in the most
robust economies. This is no different for South Africa where
the pandemic is also a challenge for businesses as
executives need to understand how the pandemic could
unfold and take steps to protect their employees,
customers, supply chains and financial performance.

The following interventions were implemented to
manage the impacts of the pandemic:
―― Continuous updates to business continuity plans
and financial planning
―― Implementation of group wide COVID-19
protocols including working from home
―― Engagement with key stakeholders 25
―― Where applicable, proactively engage with
supply chain to manage safety stock levels

Speed of technology innovation
Strategic objectives

Movement

Root cause

Mitigation

The influence of rapidly changing technology is
transforming the way we and our customers do business.
It has an impact on business processes, products and
customer service offerings.

The Group invests continuously in internal IP
research and development, including:

Innovation by competitors who adopt rapidly changing
technology may disrupt our business.

―― Scanning the technology landscape
―― Developing internal technical engineering skills
―― Establishing an Ideas Lab which regularly reviews
changes in the technology landscape and
identifies relevant technologies to be exploited
―― Expanding our capability into new IoT markets
ETION Integrated Report 2020
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Creating value

Managing risk continued

Strategic objectives
Profitability

Growth engines

Innovation

Organisational structure

Client experience

Leadership

Movement
Remains unchanged from 2019

New risk

Increased risk

Reduced risk

Transformation and diversity
Strategic objectives

Movement

Root cause

Mitigation

Progressive transformation and diversity management is a
key imperative to protect our reputation and maintain a
competitive edge.

The Board’s Social and Ethics Committee monitors
the Group’s transformation and diversity strategy,
ensuring that:
―― Diversity is considered in recruitment and
retention processes
―― Regular diversity workshops are conducted to
enhance Group-wide awareness of and support
for diversity

Regulatory compliance
Strategic objectives

Movement

Root cause

Mitigation

The deadline for compliance with POPIA in South Africa
is 1 July 2021. Due to the nature of the Etion business,
specifically in Etion Secure, management needs to ensure
compliance with the regulation as non-compliance could
result in significant reputational damage and potential
fines.

The following interventions will be implemented to
ensure POPIA compliance:
―― Business units will appoint privacy champions
and employees will complete POPIA training
―― Conducting privacy impact assessments for all
new products
―― Monitoring of privacy compliance

Talent attraction and retention
Strategic objectives

Movement

Root cause

Mitigation

South Africa’s annual ICT skills survey released late in 2019
indicates a chronic shortage of all types of digital skills in the
local technology sector. This shortage is exacerbated by the
emigration of highly skilled individuals. The situation is
further impacted by the ability of the Group to offer
competitive remuneration, especially where foreign
countries headhunt local talent.

The following interventions were implemented to
retain and attract talent:
―― Increased employee engagement
―― Reconsideration of incentive structures
―― Increased focus on training and skills
development to grow talent internally
―― Partnering with training institutions to provide
quality training opportunities and
implementation on mentoring programmes

ETION Integrated Report 2020
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Cyber security
Strategic objectives

Movement

Root cause

Mitigation

Due to increasing technology advances and complexities,
worsened by COVID-19 “work-from-home” policies
implemented by employers globally, cybercrime is
forecasted to escalate. An attack of such nature, if
successful against Etion, will have a major reputational
impact especially within the context of our market
positioning as a digital technology solutions provider.

The following interventions were implemented to
address cyber security risk:
―― Increased cybersecurity awareness training to
continue
―― Quarterly monitoring and reporting of key
system controls

Customer centricity
Strategic objectives

Movement

Root cause

Mitigation

Increased customer demands and sophistication require
that we deepen our customer relationships to maximise our
share of customer spend. Our strategic focus is to be a
comprehensive digital solutions provider. However, we need
to do more to understand our customers’ needs and
provide relevant solutions that address their business
challenges.

Etion has been restructured to align its business to
market and client needs. Interventions include:
―― Developing programmes beyond existing sales
relationships to deepen bonds with our key
customers
―― Creating multi-functional, diverse sales and
product development teams
―― Focusing on delivery of customer value
―― Implementation of the Net Promotor Score
methodology which has been well received
by our customer base

Internal organisational alignment
Strategic objectives

Movement

Root cause

Mitigation

The Group comprises three business units and has grown
both organically and through acquisition.

―― This risk has been substantially mitigated with
the change in business strategy to that of an
investment holding company, focused on
the ICT domain with a portfolio of
technology‑based business

A siloed approach to business by the individual companies
may lead to inefficiencies and duplication of effort. However,
business units should be allowed to function in a sufficiently
autonomous manner to ensure agility and responsiveness
to market trends. An appropriate balance ensures
alignment to Group strategy and purpose.

―― The underlying principle is to empower each
subsidiary to operate and grow their businesses
autonomously in an agile fashion in response to
their specific markets’ needs overlaid with a lean
enabling Group structure
ETION Integrated Report 2020
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Creating value

Managing risk continued

Strategic objectives
Profitability

Growth engines

Innovation

Organisational structure

Client experience

Leadership

Movement
Remains unchanged from 2019

New risk

Increased risk

Reduced risk

Culture
Strategic objectives

Movement

Root cause

Mitigation

Acquisition has been a key element of Etion’s growth
strategy. If the Group fails to integrate its business units,
including new acquisitions, we face the risk of maintaining
divergent and incompatible sub-cultures that do not align
to the Etion vision and values. This may hinder the
achievement of strategic alignment across the Group.

―― This risk has been substantially mitigated with the
change in business strategy to that of an
investment holding company, focused on the ICT
domain with a portfolio of technology-based
business
―― The entrepreneur is empowered to manage his or
her business as best they can within the prevailing
culture that resulted in its success

Customer concentration
Strategic objectives

Movement

Root cause

Mitigation

The historic nature of the Group’s business has created
significant exposure to, and dependency on, certain
large customers in South Africa that hold a dominant
market position.

―― Etion implemented a diversification strategy
through acquisitions and geographic, product
and customer diversification

ETION Integrated Report 2020
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Engaging with our stakeholders
We are committed to developing and sustaining quality, long-term relationships
with all our key stakeholders.
Our business affects a range of stakeholders who have an interest in what we do. Stakeholders who are direct
participants in our value chain are integral to our ability to deliver consistent, competitive, profitable and responsible
growth. Stakeholders who participate in our regulatory universe have an impact on the way we do business. Where
stakeholders are members of communities, they are affected by our products and the environment in which those
products are transported, installed and deployed.
As we nurture and grow our social and relationship capital, thereby protecting our financial capital, we are committed
to developing and sustaining quality, long-term relationships with all our key stakeholders. Our ability to create value
through our strategy 14 is dependent on the extent to which we can add value to them.
Our stakeholder engagement process involves identifying stakeholders’ needs and expectations to understand how
we create value for them. We continually build on our stakeholder engagement function by focusing on developing
those relationships that have a material impact on the Group in the short, medium and long term.

Frequency
Different
interventions
are conducted
daily, monthly
and ad hoc

Different
interventions
are conducted
daily, monthly
and ad hoc

Stakeholder group

Employees

Customers

Engagement channels
―― Staff meetings

―― Whistleblowing line

―― Electronic communication

―― Performance reviews

―― Employee surveys

―― Awards functions

―― Ideas Lab

―― Posters/notices and
presentations

―― MasterClass
―― Roadshows

―― Leadership cohort

―― Joint long-term technical
and strategic planning

―― Networking functions such
as golf days, customer
appreciation days,
technology days

―― One-on-one meetings
focused on listening
―― Site visits
―― Newsletters
―― Website

―― Project/progress meetings
―― Digital channels/social
media

―― Conferences/seminars,
exhibitions and events
Daily

Suppliers/partners

―― One-on-one meetings

―― Media releases

―― Conferences, workshops,
seminars, trade shows,
company events

―― Site visits

―― Business associations

―― Service level agreements
―― Tender and RFP responses

―― Networking events
Regular

Shareholders/investors
and debt providers

―― AGM (attendance)

―― Integrated Report

―― Bi-annual results SENS
announcements

―― Roadshows/presentations

―― Electronic communications
(email/newsletters/website)

―― One-on-one meetings

―― Media releases

―― Participation in government
forums and working groups

Regular

―― Electronic communications
―― Media releases
Government and
regulators

―― Industry forums, summits
and associations
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Creating value

Engaging with our stakeholders continued

Frequency

Stakeholder group

Engagement channels
―― Regular meetings

Ad hoc

―― Open communication

Union/bargaining
council

―― Development of steps in
decision-making
methodologies

―― Media releases, articles and
social media and website

Ad hoc

Media

―― Regular review of
compliance

―― Speaker engagements

―― One-on-one interviews

―― Trade shows/exhibitions/
networking events

―― Site visits

―― Events and launches

―― Sponsorships

ENGAGEMENT THEMES
Stakeholder group

Engagement theme

How Etion responded
―― Business unit MDs and HR engaged continuously with
employees to keep them informed of developments

Employees

A decline in Etion’s
financial performance
made it necessary for the
Group to restructure
Etion Digitise, Etion
Connect and the
corporate office.
Leadership changes and
retrenchment created an
unsettling environment
for our employees.
Etion has key customers
who account for
significant revenue. It
was necessary for the
Group to retain its
“golden” customers by
allaying their concerns
about the restructuring
and leadership changes
at Etion Digitise and
Etion Connect.

―― Etion GCEO engaged actively with key customers

Etion Connect has a
major supplier that
accounts for the bulk
of its imported
components and is a
critically important
business partner to
the Group.

―― High level of engagement by GCEO to provide assurance
of stability after leadership changes in Etion Connect 26

Etion in addition to other
bank facilities has a
medium-term loan
facility of R45 million with
Nedbank that was used
to partially fund the
acquisition of LAWTrust.

―― Etion engages routinely with Nedbank and supplies
regular financial updates to provide assurance of the
Group’s ability to repay debt and avoid punitive actions

Customers

Suppliers/partners

Shareholders/investors
and debt providers

―― Eight Etion Connect and twenty-one Etion Digitise
employees were retrenched
―― The Group focused on retaining engineering talent,
including deployment of Etion Digitise engineering
capacity to Etion Create, and at Etion Connect we kept
critical sales and distribution skills but discontinued the
services business 38 41

―― Operational MDs demonstrated that the Group remains a
reliable supplier despite restructuring and leadership
changes
―― Business units ensured that employees remained
committed to good customer service by conducting
online training in customer centricity
―― Executive management retained business development
activities to improve order books 26

―― During the previous financial year the performance recorded
by the Group resulted in the breach of the annual cash-todebt service cover loan covenant under the Nedbank loan
facility. This breach was confirmed by Nedbank during the
annual credit review conducted in September 2019 with the
bank advising that it had condoned the breach and elected
not to exercise its rights in terms of the breach but reserved
all rights to still do so.
―― Based on the Nedbank covenant compliance review
conducted by management for the current financial year
the Group is compliant with its covenants under the
Nedbank loan facility. This will, however, be confirmed by
the bank during the upcoming credit review cycle to be
conducted in August 2020.
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Message from the Group CEO g

COVID-19 ENGAGEMENT

Shareholders/
investors and
debt providers

―― Shareholders were
engaged through
communication of
financial results to
ensure continuous
support for Etion’s
investment case
―― Various relief funds
(private and
institutional) were
engaged to determine
whether financial or tax
relief exists for the
business units
―― Banking institutions
were engaged to
discuss mitigating
actions against any
potential loan covenant
breaches

Employees

Customers/
clients

Suppliers/
partners

―― Operational MDs were
engaged to reassess
budgets against
economic contraction
and market conditions

―― Customers were
engaged to
understand changes in
project timelines
ultimately affecting
revenues

―― Suppliers were engaged
to understand the
supply chain impact for
operational inputs

―― Employees were
engaged to facilitate a
safe working
environment when
returning to work

―― New contracts are
negotiated noting the
necessary force
majeure clauses

―― Each operational MD
issued several COVID-19
protocols detailing the
implication for the
business unit of each
level of the lockdown

―― We have minimal
contracts requiring
on-site delivery,
reducing the demand
for PPE for our
technical employees

―― Some development
work may be
outsourced to respond
more acutely to
customer needs

―― Formerly resistant
customers are now
embracing technology
and assistance is being
provided

―― Determinations were
made to understand
whether onerous
contracts exist. Most of
our suppliers deliver
product digitally which
limits the impact.
Projects that may
require hardware could
be affected, but at
present there are none.
There is consequently a
minimal impact

―― Customer profile is that
of large enterprises and
governments which
should be resilient to
COVID-19 shock
―― International travel
restrictions prohibit
client demonstrations
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Message from the
Group CEO
Etion made
encouraging progress
in its international
expansion strategy,
grew its cyber
security offering
and benefitted from
the strong financial
performance of Etion
Secure.

Teddy Daka

Group Chief Executive Officer

OVERVIEW

RESTRUCTURING

The past financial year tested Etion’s resilience in
extremely challenging operating conditions.

Etion Digitise

The Group made encouraging progress in its
international expansion strategy and grew its cyber
security offering through the acquisition of LAWTrust
(Etion Secure). We benefitted from the strong financial
performance of LAWTrust, while Etion Create
remained cash-generative and continued to invest in
new IP and international expansion for future growth,
despite lengthy delays in major project awards.
However, Etion Digitise and Etion Connect were
heavily impacted by sustained economic weakness in
South Africa, even before the impact of COVID-19 in
March 2020.
These performances are reflected in the Group’s
financial results for FY2020. Revenue declined by 4%
to R572.9 million resulting in a loss of R36.1 and after
excluding exceptional costs improved to a profit of
R17.1 million. 30
The key strategic focus areas of executive
management were:
―― Restructuring Etion Digitise and Etion Connect to
future proof and improve the long-term
sustainability of these businesses
―― Reduction of the corporate office in alignment
with the business strategy
―― Implementing our international expansion
strategy to diversify our revenue and earn
strong foreign currency as a natural hedge
against our imports
―― Improving customer experience to retain our
valuable customers
―― Improving working capital management
ETION Integrated Report 2020

As the year progressed, it became clear that Etion Digitise
was unsustainable in the current environment. 09
A strategic review followed by significant restructuring
of Etion Digitise removed non-core activities from the
business unit, reduced its monthly run rate by
approximately 82% and resulted in the absorption of a
small team of remaining employees with critical
engineering capability into Etion Create, under Etion
Create’s management. These interventions provided a
stable platform to ensure that service delivery and
maintenance support to Etion Digitise’s key rail customer
continues unabated. By leveraging the synergy created by
combining the businesses, Etion Create will be positioned
not only to respond when the customer resumes
investment in the renewal and modernisation of rail
infrastructure, but also to redesign or modify Etion Digitise
products for other customer solutions. 38 41

Etion Connect
The economically driven slump in demand for installation of
fibre to homes and offices since 2017 caused a negative
trend in Etion Connect’s revenue, making its cost base
unsustainable in the current environment. Etion Connect’s
profit margin was also heavily impacted by competition and
the rising cost of imported components due to the Rand’s
steady decline. 09 Although we reduced Etion Connect’s
cost base, diversified its customers to reduce concentration
risk and hedged its foreign exchange transactions in recent
years, revenue generation remained the business unit’s
major challenge in a low-growth, highly competitive
market, where the realisation of growth depends on the
economic recovery. Based on all the factors a detailed
strategic review of the business was undertaken.
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The outcome of the review was to further streamline the
business and to allocate more capital to support its
longer-term sustainability and return to profitability. 43

Corporate office
Etion’s strategy is to be a provider of digital technology
solutions, leveraging a unitary approach to marketing
across its business portfolio and building customised
digital technology solutions to meet the specific needs
of customers in any sector. While we achieved some
beneficial collaboration between Etion Digitise, Etion
Create and Etion Secure (LAWTrust), our current
operating environment and consequent restructuring
led to a reflection on the role of the corporate office and
whether we could continue to justify an extensive
corporate centre that earns its cost base by driving
integration and business development. We assessed its
future relevance to a Group that is entrepreneurial with
three business units that are well managed, strategically
focused, agile and competitive. The Board and
management agreed that it had become necessary to
reorganise the corporate office and devolve more
operational and entrepreneurial autonomy to Etion
Create, Etion Connect, Etion Digitise and Etion Secure
(LAWTrust). We transformed the corporate office into
a lean centre responsible for governance, strategic
direction and growth of shareholder value by effectively
allocating capital and holding the business units
accountable for value creation.
Our restructuring interventions had the overall effect of
reducing the Group’s run rate by 31% to R14.9 million for
FY2021.

LEADERSHIP CHANGES
Etion reached mutual separation agreements with the
Managing Directors of Etion Connect and Etion Digitise
with effect from 1 December 2019 and 1 February 2020
respectively. Sammy Mafu, former Chief Sales Officer,
was appointed Acting Managing Director of Etion
Connect. Petrus Pelser, Managing Director of Etion
Create, assumed management responsibility for the
absorption of Etion Digitise into Etion Create.
Subsequent to the year-end, Christi Maherry resigned
as an executive director of Etion Limited and CEO of
LAWTrust with effect from 31 August 2020.
Fortunately, Christi will continue as shareholder and
as Chairperson of LAWTrust.

INVESTING IN GROWTH
Acquisitions
The LAWTrust acquisition has met, and in many
instances exceeded, our expectations. The business
delivered strong profits and cash generation, increased
its international revenue and is facilitating greater access
for the Group to a growing sector of the cyber security
market. 46
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Own IP
The strategy to exploit our original design manufacturing
capability to produce solutions based on our own IP is
beginning to bear fruit. Interest in our commercial
off-the-shelf products, such as processing modules, IoT
solutions and tactical navigation products, is growing in
South Africa and internationally, and offers significant
future growth potential.
Etion Create’s SOLID range, which provides hardwarebased encryption and cryptographic solutions to address
a range of information security and cyber security
applications, is developing a promising pipeline, with
LAWTrust appointed as Etion Create’s distributor in South
Africa and the rest of the world. We are also making
inroads in the domestic defence sector and have invested
in cyber security service capability in LAWTrust to exploit
the growing need for cyber security in the local market.
By remaining responsive to our customers’ changing
needs, we achieved several successes by customising
existing solutions to add value for our customers,
including:
―― R9.7 million (2019: R10.4 million) capital expenditure
on the development of intellectual property.
―― Digitalising customer registration for the SigningHub,
LAWTrust’s digital signing solutions that enable
customers to sign documents securely, wherever
they are. Adoption of this product increased
substantially during COVID-19 lockdowns, enabling
Etion Secure to exceed budgeted revenue and export
growth internationally during the first quarter of
FY2021.
―― Repurposing IP in Etion Digitise and Etion Create for
different applications, including Etion Digitise’s
Integrated Systems Display (ISD), which was
leveraged and repurposed into a satellite navigation
solution for customers in the defence sector.

Internationalisation
By building our own IP and operational capacity in Etion
Create and Etion Secure we are effectively hedging the
risk of the domestic economy by increasing US Dollarbased revenue from export or other global services and
enabling the business units to adapt nimbly to changing
markets or customer needs.
The early green shoots of our international expansion are
reflected in the increase in our international revenue
from 7% in 2019 to 11% as Etion Secure and Etion Create
both increased their in-country or export presence in
international markets.
Our business development drive in the Middle East
resulted in promising gains in the region, which is our
second largest market after South Africa. We have
well-established relationships with customers in Saudi
Arabia and the United Arab Emirates and are exploring
expansion opportunities further afield in Qatar and Oman.
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Message from the Group CEO

We have identified Sub-Saharan Africa as our third
market due to the demand for our existing products. The
Group has established relationships with governments
and potential customers and submitted bids for cyber
security and other solutions in our targeted markets on
the continent. Our business development activities have
been temporarily stalled by COVID-19 and we are
addressing this by conducting business activities online,
encouraged by positive feedback from customers.
Our expansion into these markets has been smartly
executed to leverage cost and efficiency benefits. We
have limited our on-premise solutions and services to
markets in the Middle East and Africa that offer relative
proximity and similar time zones. Our focus on cloud or
hosted solutions has increased as these do not require
physical presence in international markets.
Our entry into the IoT markets further afield in South
America and Southeast Asia is still at an early stage.
We have formed relationships with local partners,
including Ingenu, a US-based leader in IoT platforms,
to take digital solutions to market; and we are trying to
gain traction by piloting new products for customers in
these markets. However, entry into new markets takes
time and patience and we do not expect significant
growth for at least another year.

PROVIDING EXCEPTIONAL CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE
Reassuring our customers that we remain a good
business partner during these uncertain times became
critically important as the year progressed. Equally
important was the need to ensure that our employees
remained engaged and committed to our customers
during an unsettling year.
We reassessed the manner in which we engage with our
customers to ensure that we understand and fulfil their
needs to our mutual benefit.
To strengthen customer retention, Etion Create
deepened its engagement with its customers and
conducted employee training to strengthen customer
service and enhance customer experience. Retaining
customers with whom Etion Create enters into longterm contracts increases business sustainability and
limits the costs of repurposing IP for new customers,
while the retention of regular customers that provide
dependable workflows maintains revenue stability.
Etion Secure focuses on providing excellent customer
experience by designing solutions based on customer
needs and responding nimbly to changing market
conditions or customer requirements.
Etion Connect focused on a dedicated sales team that
nurtures existing long-term relationships with customers.
To remain relevant and agile to customer needs an
approach of joint business development is followed
between Etion Connect and its strategic OEM partner.
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EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
Etion Create and Etion Secure conducted employee
engagement surveys and Etion Connect arranged
several town hall sessions for employees. 49
We focused on changing the mindset of our leadership
and employees to be customer-centric, to imagine
repurposing existing products for other customers or
sectors, and to work with marketing and sales to develop
MVPs that improve competitiveness by shortening and
enhancing product development processes.

COVID-19 RESPONSE
The Group is concerned about the global spread of the
COVID-19 virus and is taking precautions to ensure that
our employees, business units, customers, partners and
other stakeholders are protected. 25 After the
pandemic was confirmed in South Africa in March 2020,
Etion implemented a response plan which is described
in the CFO’s report and business unit reports. 29
The Group has continued to adhere to the related
Occupational Health and Safety regulations as
prescribed throughout all phases of the lockdown.

APPRECIATION
On behalf of the Group, I would like to welcome
Dr Snowy Khoza, who was appointed Chairperson with
effect from 1 June 2019. Dr Khoza and her colleagues
on the Board are guiding Etion with courage and
decisiveness through one of the most challenging
periods in the Group’s history. I would also like to
acknowledge the executive management team for their
resilience in testing circumstances: Christi Maherry, for
guiding the strong performance of Etion Secure
(LAWTrust); Petrus Pelser, for delivering Etion Create’s
creditable performance while taking on the additional
responsibility for Etion Digitise; and Sammy Mafu, for
doing his utmost to rescue Etion Connect in very difficult
market conditions.
I am confident that Etion will emerge stronger, more
focused and agile, 59 despite the challenging times in
which we find ourselves.

Teddy Daka
Group Chief Executive Officer

Focus ahead

59
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OVERVIEW
Operating conditions in Etion’s primary domestic
markets worsened during FY2020, with significant
once-off operating costs being incurred following
the strategic reorganisation of the Etion Digitise
and Etion Connect businesses. Etion grew its
cyber security offering and benefited from the
strong financial performance of Etion Secure. 46
Etion reported a 4% decline in revenue to
R572.9 million as a result of reductions in the
revenue of Etion Connect, Etion Digitise and Etion
Create, partially offset by a marked increase in Etion
Secure’s revenue. The Group’s net loss increased by
1 223% to R36.1 million and the 0.53 cents loss per
share increased by 1 108% to 6.40 cents as a result of
losses. Etion Secure (LAWTrust), reporting for the full
year since its acquisition in June 2018, achieved a
pleasing increase in segment profit and gross
margin, while Etion Create remained profitable
albeit at a lower level. Cash and cash equivalents
improved from R37.5 million to R82.6 million.
A better understanding of the Group’s underlying
performance is gained by sharing the Group’s
strategic intent and resultant non-recurring
exceptional items that occurred during the year:
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― As detailed during the interim period, the restructuring
of Etion Digitise was anticipated to result in exceptional
costs which totalled R25.3 million, comprising:
₀

R0.9 million inventory impairment, mainly
attributable to unsaleable items and net of current
obsolescence provision of R1.2 million.

₀

R8.4 million intangibles, after customer
engagements revealed a diminished demand and
a lack of interest in furthering new opportunities
and development projects.

₀

R1.1 million contract assets originating from the
initial ISD contract which has since expired and is
thus no longer valid.

₀

R10.4 million bad debt attributable to the write-off
of third-party debt. Etion continues to pursue
recovery of the debt through an external claims
management advisor.

₀

R4.5 million employee-related restructuring cost.

― The restructure of Etion Connect has resulted in the
following exceptional costs:
₀

R25.2 million impairment of goodwill attributable
to the Digital Network Solutions operating segment

₀

A R13 million write-off of impaired stock in Etion
Connect (net of a R3 million provision already
recorded), following an extensive inventory review
to identify obsolete or non-viable stock

₀

R0.8 million employee restructuring cost
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COVID-19 FINANCIAL IMPACTS
We are continually monitoring the COVID-19 outbreak
and associated developments following the declaration
of a National State of Disaster and the enforcement of
the national lockdown from 26 March 2020. The Group
followed guidance from the World Health Organization
and complied with the requirements implemented by
local governments. We executed our own contingency
plans to mitigate the potential impact of the pandemic
and the lockdown on our employees and operations.
The pandemic impacted our financial performance
as detailed below.

Impact on business unit operations

Taxation
adjustment

Goodwill
impairment

Employee
severance
costs

Inventory

ETION CONNECT
Employee
severance
costs

Bad debt

Contract
assets

Intangibles

Exceptional
items

Inventory

ETION DIGITISE

Normalised
proﬁt after tax

0.9
(36.1)
Net loss for
the period

-40

4.5

1.1

8.4
-30

0.8

Although Etion Connect secured essential services
certification throughout the duration of the lockdown,
reduced customer demand and the economic
contraction exacerbated by COVID-19 led to a marked
deterioration in forecast revenue for the 2021 financial
year and a resultant decrease in profitability1.
Management proactively initiated a strategic review
of Etion Connect to explore the opportunity of
restructuring and improving its long-term
sustainability and profitability.
The outcome of this strategic review has been to further
streamline the business and to allocate more capital to
Etion Connect. ( 7 of the 2020 AFS).

COVID-19 impacted Etion’s operations both positively
and negatively. 09

Impact on short-term liquidity and
working capital

―― Etion Create ceased its manufacturing operations on
26 March 2020 due to the government’s enforced
lockdown. Etion Create resumed its manufacturing
activities on 24 April 2020 albeit at a reduced
capacity due to the occupational health and
safety protocols to be maintained as prescribed
by the government.

The Group ended the year with a net cash position
of R82.6 million (2019: R37.5 million). Cash generated
from operations increased from R33.7 million to
R88.2 million, reflecting an improvement in cash
management. This allowed for sufficient liquid funds
and access to overdraft facilities to enable the operating
entities within the Group to meets their short-term
obligations as they become due.

―― Etion Digitise resumed operations on 1 June 2020
following the implementation of lockdown
level three.
―― Etion Secure benefited from the COVID-19
pandemic with increased demand for its Digital
Signing solutions. LAWTrust continued to operate
throughout the lockdown, having been identified as
an essential supplier by the Department of Home
Affairs and the financial services sector. Furthermore,
with the mass digitalisation of all many businesses
driven by the COVID-19 pandemic, management
foresees an uptick in interest for LAWTrust’s cyber
security product offerings.

A three-month repayment holiday has been granted by
Nedbank in respect to the medium-term loan facility in
Etion Limited, the property loan facility in Parsec
Properties and asset-based finance facilities (instalment
sales agreements) in Etion Create. This will assist in
easing the Group’s cash flow requirements by
approximately R4.2 million. Nedbank has advised that
it is willing to work with the Group and provide financial
assistance on a case by case basis. We will explore this
with the bank should the need arise.
1

The possible benefits from COVID-19 relief initiatives available
have not been factored into the analyses performed
ETION Integrated Report 2020
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Going concern
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Debtors days remained fairly consistent with the prior
year despite increased credit risk resulting from
COVID-19. Inventory days declined as a result of more
conservative stock holdings and inventory write downs.
Supplier facilities were better utilised to improve overall
working capital management.

Impact on solvency and going concern
considerations
Net debt
At 31 March 2020, the Group’s financing arrangements
consisted of term loan funding, asset-based finance
facilities, overdraft facilities and undrawn forward
exchange and general banking facilities totalling
R112.8 million, of which R64.9 million has been utilised.
The medium-term loan facility is subject to certain
covenants (as detailed in note 17 in the 2020 Annual
Financial Statements (AFS)) and is secured by limited
cross-suretyships of R112 million in favour of Nedbank.
During the previous financial year the performance
recorded by the Group resulted in the breach of the
annual cash-to-debt- service-cover loan covenant under
the Nedbank loan facility. This breach was confirmed by
Nedbank during the annual credit review conducted in
September 2019 with the bank advising that it had
condoned the breach and elected not to exercise its
rights in terms of the breach but reserved all rights to still
do so. The initial covenants structure as negotiated with
the bank upon inception of the facility in March 2018
therefore remains applicable to the current financial year.
Based on the current financial year covenant compliance
review conducted by management the Group is
compliant with its covenants under the Nedbank loan
facility. This will however be confirmed by the bank during
the upcoming credit review cycle to be conducted in
August/September 2020. As a result, the facility has been
classified as non-current at reporting date. The facility
was classified as current in the previous year.( 64 of the
2020 AFS).
1

To ensure the Group has a comprehensive understanding
of any potential impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the
entity’s ability to continue as a going concern we
performed a series of sensitivity analyses. Scenario
analyses were conducted, to analyse the impacts on
performance of possible future events by considering
several scenarios and corresponding implications.
This involved a detailed three tier scenario analysis to
understand the possible weighted impacts on financial
performance for FY2021. The analysis was modelled
based on the following three lockdown scenarios taking
into account an expectation for when Etion would be
allowed to trade. A probability weighting was then
assigned to each scenario:
―― Scenario 1 (mild): A one-month full lockdown with a
nine-month gradual improvement in the economy
– 80% probability
―― Scenario 2 (medium): A three-month full lockdown
with a seven-month gradual improvement in the
economy – 10% probability
―― Scenario 3 (severe): A three-month full lockdown
with a seven-month gradual improvement in the
economy, with the exception of the business
confidence and supply chain components within
the transmission channels that remain suppressed
throughout the remainder of the calendar year (and
beyond) – 10% probability
Based on the anticipated economic impacts of
COVID-19, various triggers identified by management
were considered and weighted as most likely to impact
the operating entities depending on the duration of the
lockdown. These triggers include, but are not limited to:
―― Supply chain disruptions
―― Unavailability of personnel/reduction in workforce
―― Reduction in orders and customer demand in
industries in which we operate
―― Inability to raise financing
―― Potential liquidity and working capital shortfalls due
to non-payments from customers
―― Onerous contracts
―― Travel restrictions and the possible impact on
international business opportunities
―― Ability to ramp-up/return to business as usual
following the end of the lockdown
―― Ability to recover from exposure to fluctuations in
foreign currency

The possible benefits from COVID 19 relief initiatives available have not been factored into the analyses performed
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These triggers were considered against the above three
lockdown scenarios developed and were applied to the
Board’s approved FY2021 budget (base case scenario) to
determine risk-adjusted weighted cash flows that
captured the financial impacts of COVID-19.
The Group’s forecasts and projections of its current
and expected profitability, taking account of reasonably
possible changes in trading performance, show that the
Group will be in a position to be able to meet its current
obligations in respect to its facilities for at least
12 months from reporting date.

Impact on assets
The Group continued to invest in initiatives that are key
to its long-term sustainability. Etion Create retained its
design and engineering capability, despite the high
associated costs, to facilitate future growth. Etion
Secure invested in service delivery improvements,
including infrastructure resilience, capacity
development and enhancement of a real-time disaster
recovery site. The development of intellectual property
in Etion Secure allows for extended capabilities to be
funded organically. The total capital expenditure for
FY2020 amounted to R2.4 million (2019: R2.9 million).

Goodwill impairment analyses
As a result of the pandemic and containment measures
put in place by various governments after the reporting
date, the following factors had a direct impact on the
forecast cash flows used in determining the recoverable
amount of goodwill related to the Safety and Productivity
Solutions (SPS), Digital Network Systems (DNS), Original
Design Manufacturing (ODM) and Cyber Security
Solutions (CSS) cash generating units (CGU):
―― Increased demand for digital signing solutions and
cyber security products and solutions offered by
LAWTrust
―― Business interruptions due to supply chain delays
and longer lead-times as a result of restrictions
imposed on the import of goods in Etion Create
and Etion Connect
―― Possible postponements of orders by Etion Create
and Etion Digitise customers
―― Margin pressures and foreign exchange losses
resulting from fluctuations in the ZAR/USD
exchange rate in Etion Connect
―― Potential working capital shortfalls due to delay in
receipts from customers, particularly state-owned
entities (SOEs)
―― Cost saving initiatives implemented throughout the
Group including deferral of annual salary increases
and a freeze in new recruitment

―― Potential reduction in Etion Create and Etion
Connect workforce due to capacity restrictions
imposed by lockdown regulations
―― Suspension of operations in the Etion Digitise
business under levels four and five lockdown
regulations
The three-tier going concern analysis was used to
determine value-in-use calculations related to the
recoverable amounts of each CGU in the Group. Based
on the assessments performed impairment loss of
R25.2 million was recognised against the goodwill
related to the DNS CGU (refer to note 8 in the 2020 AFS).

Inventory values
While the enforcement of the nationwide lockdown
may have resulted in further risk in determining
the net realisable value of inventory considered
slow moving but viable within Etion Connect, there
has been adequate expression of customer demand
and movement in these products subsequent to
year-end to consider the current provisioning and
write down to be appropriate.
Furthermore, management has reviewed the inventory
holdings of the other businesses in the Group and is
satisfied as to the appropriateness of their value (Refer
to note 12 in the 2020 AFS).

Possible credit losses on trade receivables and
related party loans
The advent of COVID-19 has had a fundamental impact
on the economy in general with an exaggerated impact
on credit risk. Moody’s Analytics updated their forecasts
to reflect this risk by considering the possible spread of
the epidemic through the country, the economic
impact of the epidemic including measures taken to
prevent its spread and measures taken by the
government to ameliorate the economic impact.
The debtors book was assessed based on the industries
in which our customers operate as well as reviewing
various media platforms to ascertain whether any of the
Group’s customers or their industries were at risk of
being impacted by COVID-19. The Group also
considered any specific communications from
customers that would cause concern around their
ability to meet their short-term obligations. No such
communications were received. Furthermore the Group
has monitored collections post reporting date which on
the whole have been strong.
Notes 13 and 14 in the 2020 AFS contain details of the
Group’s expected credit loss calculations and the
impact of the above on the expected credit loss
recognised at reporting date.
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RECONCILIATION OF HEADLINE EARNINGS

R’000
Loss attributable to ordinary shareholders

31 March
2020
Audited
(36 128)

31 March
2019
Audited
(2 730)

8

13

25 171

–

8 415

–

Total tax effect of adjustments

(2 358)

(4)

Headline loss attributable to shareholders

(4 892)

(2 721)

Headline loss per share (cents)

(0.87)

(0.53)

Diluted headline loss per share (cents)

(0.87)

(0.53)

Loss on disposal of property, plant and equipment
Impairment of goodwill
Write off of intangible assets

564 411 033

516 037 573

31 March
2020
Audited

31 March
2019
Audited

Etion Create: ODM

165 465

206 565

Etion Digitise: SPS

29 558

95 819

Etion Connect: DNS

163 010

246 748

225 920

106 967

Weighted average number of shares in issue

SEGMENT CONTRIBUTION

R’000

Segment revenue

Etion Secure: CSS (LAWTrust)
Eliminations

Total

(11 064)

(60 160)

572 889

595 939

7 758

20 188

Segment profit/(loss)
Etion Create: ODM
Etion Digitise: SPS

(36 407)

Etion Connect: DNS

(32 554)

13 267

Etion Secure: CSS (LAWTrust)

38 072

5 412

Eliminations

46 496

20 869

Sub-total

23 365

58 902

(58 088)

(48 728)

(11 225)

(11 262)

2 718

1 717

240

–

Corporate costs
Finance costs
Finance income
Income from equity-accounted investment

Profit before taxation
ETION Integrated Report 2020

(42 990)

(834)

629
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
AS AT 31 MARCH

31 March
2020
Audited

31 March
2019
Audited

263 841

261 831

43 339

48 455

155 304

191 421

27 982

–

240

–

36 001

20 945

975

1 010

286 241

330 613

55 341

87 549

2 304

2 330

118 458

163 630

Contract assets

17 991

18 927

Current tax receivable

9 469

7 566

82 678

50 611

550 082

592 444

Equity

308 627

343 294

Share capital

259 541

259 541

Retained income

49 086

83 753

Non-current liabilities

83 432

42 542

Interest-bearing borrowings

51 585

32 968

355

274

5 794

9 300

25 698

–

158 023

206 608

2 600

1 890

13 408

43 522

116 429

132 175

16 231

14 918

Current tax payable

4 761

970

Lease liabilities

4 522

–

Bank overdraft

72

13 133

550 082

592 444

R’000

Assets
Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets
Right-of-use assets
Investment in joint venture
Deferred tax asset
Other financial asset

Current assets
Inventories
Loans to related company
Trade and other receivables

Cash and cash equivalents

Total assets

Equity and liabilities

Contract liabilities
Deferred tax liability
Lease liabilities

Current liabilities
Provisions
Interest-bearing borrowings
Trade and other payables
Contract liabilities

Total equity and liabilities
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

R’000
Revenue
Cost of sales

Gross profit
Other operating income

31 March
2020
Audited

Restated*
31 March
2019
Audited

572 889

595 939

(379 749)

(415 326)

193 140

180 613

5 124

4 877

Administrative and operating costs

(216 460)

Movement in credit loss allowances

(10 258)

(2 917)

(6 269)

(8 956)

Other (losses)/gains

Operating (loss)/profit

(163 443)

(34 723)

Finance income
Finance costs

10 174

2 718

1 717

(11 225)

(11 261)

240

Income from equity-accounted investment

(Loss)/Profit before taxation

–

(42 990)

630

6 862

(3 359)

Net (loss)/profit for the period

(36 128)

(2 729)

Total comprehensive (loss)/income for the period

(36 128)

(2 729)

(6.40)

(0.53)

Taxation

Basic and diluted (loss)/earnings per share (cents)

*	For financial periods beginning on or after 1 January 2018, IAS 1 Presentation of Financial Statements requires for impairment losses
recognised in accordance with IFRS 9 Financial Instruments to be disclosed as a separate line item on the face of the statement of profit
or loss and other comprehensive income. In the prior year, the loss allowance had been incorrectly disclosed within other operating
expenses and not represented separately on the face of the statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income. The statement of
profit or loss and other comprehensive income has been represented to disclose the loss allowance separately.

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH

Balance at 1 April 2018

Share
capital
R’000

Retained
income
R’000

Total
equity
R’000

212 141

86 483

298 624

Loss for the year

–

Other comprehensive income

–

Total comprehensive loss for the year

–

(2 729)
–
(2 729)

(2 729)
–
(2 729)

Issue of shares

27 300

–

27 300

Shares issued as part of business combination

20 100

–

20 100

Total contributions by owners
of company recognised directly in equity

47 400

–

47 400

Opening balance as previously reported

259 541

83 754

343 295

–

1 460

1 460

259 541

85 209

344 755

Adjustment from adoption of IFRS 16, net of tax
Balance at 1 April 2019 as restated
Loss for the year

–

Other comprehensive income

–

Total comprehensive loss for the year
Balance at 31 March 2020
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–
259 541

(36 128)
–
(36 128)
49 081

(36 128)
–
(36 128)
308 627
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH

2020
R’000

Restated
2019
R’000

622 637

561 283

(534 401)

(527 513)

88 236

33 770

Cash flows from operating activities
Cash receipts from customers
Cash paid to suppliers and employees
Cash generated from operations
Interest income
Finance costs1
Tax paid
Net cash from operating activities

2 718

1 717

(7 439)

(6 917)2

(10 384)

(11 277)

73 131

17 293

(2 368)

(2 921)

Cash flows from investing activities
Purchase of property, plant and equipment
Sale of property, plant and equipment
Purchase of other intangible assets
Business combinations, net of cash acquired
Net cash from investing activities

766
(9 659)
–
(11 261)

435
(10 514)
(63 103)
(76 103)

Cash flows from financing activities
Proceeds on share issue
Proceeds from interest bearing borrowings
Repayment of interest bearing borrowings
Finance costs1

–
–

27 300
58 038

(11 497)

(18 797)

(3 816)

(4 345)2

(3 963)

–

Net cash from financing activities

(19 276)

62 196

Total cash movement for the year

42 594

3 386

Cash at the beginning of the year

37 478

41 254

Payment on lease liabilities

Unrealised foreign exchange adjustment
Total cash at end of the year

2 534
82 606

(7 162)
37 478

1

The total interest paid was R11 225 000 (2019: R11 261 000).

2

 he allocation of finance costs in 2019 has been restated as the finance costs on the fixed property were incorrectly included in financing
T
activities and not operating activities.

APPRECIATION
I would like to thank the Board and the Group’s executive team for their ongoing wisdom and guidance, and my
colleagues in the finance team for their support during the year.

Elvin de Kock
Group Chief Financial Officer
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Our performance: Etion Create
WHAT WE DO
Etion Create is an original design manufacturer (ODM) that designs, develops and manufactures a range of advanced
electronic and digital technologies for our customers. Etion Create develops customised electronic subsystems and
products for customers in the rail, mining and industrial, defence and aerospace, cyber security and IoT industries.
Our expertise, capabilities and value-added services enhance our customers’ competitiveness by enabling them to
focus on their core competencies.

OUR CAPABILITIES
Engineering

―― System and sub-system development
―― System integration

Engineering capabilities
and services

―― Programme and project management support
―― System engineering
―― Software development
―― Hardware development
―― Firmware development
―― Computer-aided design (CAD)

Production
capabilities and services

―― Full turnkey production related to electronic manufacturing
―― Surface-mount (SMD) assembly
―― Through-hole (THD) assembly
―― Final assembly and integration
―― Test and qualification
―― Industrialisation
―― Support

OUR PERFORMANCE
R’000
250 000

235 775

40
206 565
165 465

200 000

150 000

27%

100 000

50 000

0

32

26%

43 628
38 375

GROSS MARGIN (%)

53 744
24 855
20 188

2018
SEGMENT REVENUE

24

16

64 746
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30%

2019
SEGMENT PROFIT

49 059
7 757

16 566

2020

SEGMENT PROFIT EXCLUDING HEAD OFFICE RECOVERIES

8

0
GROSS PROFIT
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The 20% decline in revenue was attributable to the
completion of certain large multi-year contracts and a
delay in anticipated orders from the defence sector in
the Middle East. Disciplined financial and operational
management enabled Etion Create to remain cashgenerative and profitable, albeit at a lower level. The
business unit continued to invest in design and
engineering capability for the development of export
products. By carefully balancing product margins and
maintaining cost discipline, Etion Create increased its
gross margin in difficult market conditions.

RISKS AND CHALLENGES
Etion Create is largely project-driven and, although we
are integrally involved in the design and development
phase of customer projects, it remains challenging to
predict the commencement of production. Etion
Create’s order book has been under pressure since 2019
as several opportunities that were expected to replace
large long-term projects were delayed. By maintaining
a baseload of smaller projects that provide a
dependable source of revenue, Etion Create was able to
implement measures to improve efficiency, maintain
operational stability and retain and develop the
resources needed to service orders when economic
and industry cycles improve, as anticipated.

Sustainable revenue (R’000)
279 416

300 000
240 000

235 775
206 565

163 293

165 465

173 162

180 000
163 293
120 000

157 299

140 933

165 465

60 000
0

2016

2017

2018

INCLUDING MAJOR PROJECTS

2019

2020

EXCLUDING MAJOR PROJECTS

INVESTMENT IN PROJECTS
Project investments less income
R’000
Cyber security

31 March
2020
0¹

31 March
2019

31 March
2018

1 510

5 387

COTS² (VF360, VF370/ComX, AiDR)

8 177

9 212

4 933

Total

8 177

10 722

10 321

¹

Reflected as zero due to customer co-funding

²

Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) includes processing modules, IoT-related products and tactical navigation products

OPERATIONAL FOCUS FOR 2020
We continued to implement our strategy of
international expansion, increasing our presence and
developing new export opportunities in the Middle East
and moving into new geographic markets. Etion
Create’s tactical navigation products are being
designed into major programmes following successful
customer demonstrations.
We expanded our cyber security offering with new
products, including biometrics as part of user
identification, and gained further momentum in the
strategy to optimise and leverage the Group’s asset
portfolio by appointing our sister company, Etion Secure
(LAWTrust), as the distributor of the SOLID product
range in South Africa and the rest of the world

excluding the Middle East. The SOLID range provides
hardware-based encryption and cryptographic
solutions to address a wide range of information
security and cyber security applications.
Etion Create’s entry into the IoT market gained
momentum with the launch of MVPs developed with
lean start-up methodology, which shortens
development phases and reduces cost by enabling us
to test customer interest and requirements earlier. We
have concluded teaming agreements with international
partners as a solutions provider of IoT-connected
devices and, through these channels, are conducting
proof of concepts and pilot projects for customers in
South America and Southeast Asia.
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Our performance: Etion Create continued

Our focus on international expansion is evident in the
shift of our international key customer profile from a 16%
contribution to total revenue for FY2020 to 48% of
future revenue based on current order book
estimations.
Our plan to expand our internal high-volume
manufacturing capacity in our production facility was
placed on hold in 2020; but we made progress in
developing and operationalising a dedicated
production engineering department, including
additional engineering resources to strengthen our
operational focus.
2020 was a challenging year and we focused on
retaining talent and ensuring that our employees
remained committed to good customer service by
completing online training in customer centricity. 49

A total of 53 employees completed the e-learning
course, which focused on:
―― Customer service fundamentals covered customer
service, customer interaction and expectations
―― Customer service skills covered attitude and
attention, quality of service and problem resolution
―― Customer management covered dissatisfied
customers and conflict resolution
―― Customer communication covered interpersonal
communication, telephone and email etiquette
A net promoter score (NPS) survey was started just after
year-end. The NPS is an index ranging from 1 to 10 that
measures the willingness of customers to recommend a
company’s products or services to others. It is used as a
proxy for gauging the customer’s overall satisfaction
with a company’s product or service and the customer’s
loyalty to the brand. Etion Create scored an overall NPS
of 80 from customers, indicating a world-class rating.

Focus ahead
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https://www.etion.co.za/create/
Industrialisation

Electronic manufacturing
services

Embedded products

We will develop your production test
equipment, freeing up your
engineers to work on other critical
business objectives. We understand
the intricacies in managing the
interface between the design
authorities and the production
facilities and will work with your
engineers to solve any
manufacturing challenge in an
efficient and cost-effective manner.

Etion’s experience in manufacturing
for a wide spectrum of customers,
including the defence and
aerospace, telecommunications and
industrial market sectors, is your sign
of quality. We are committed to
quality through proper process
control which ensures all products,
irrespective of complexity or
specification, will exceed your
requirements.

We develop and manufacture a wide
range of embedded boards and
modules aimed at high-performance
rugged computing solutions. Our
Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS)
products are based on open
architecture standards provided by
PICMG, IEEE and VITA. With
unparalleled performance, all our
architectures offer a well-designed
mix of FPGA, CPU, DSP and IO
technologies along with a reference
design and documentation support
base. Our products are also offered as
individual solutions for you to
integrate into your own systems.

“A holistic ODM works closely with customers to
ensure they design, develop and manufacture the
product required from the outset. IoT needs a lot of
listening followed by plenty of design thinking.”1
1

https://www.etion.co.za/2019/03/27/the-ubiquity-of-iot-in-design-bizcommunity/
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Our performance: Etion Digitise
WHAT WE DO
Etion Digitise specialises in digital systems that help improve the safety and productivity of rail transport customers.
Etion Digitise designs and implements digital systems that incorporate IoT devices and custom software to provide
condition monitoring systems aimed at helping its customers derive value from efficient asset management.

OUR CAPABILITIES
Smart sensoring

―― Track and Trace solutions
―― Telematics

Smart control devices

―― Rugged mobile display units
―― Control units
―― RFID systems

Production and
capability services

―― Vehicle identification and tracking systems
―― Condition monitoring

OUR PERFORMANCE
R’000
95 078

100 000
80 000

40

77 035

32

60 000
23%
40 000

24%

18 547

17%
22 361

24

29 558

20 000
0
-20 000
-40 000

(7 076)

366

5 032

(8 276)

2018
SEGMENT REVENUE

2019
SEGMENT LOSS

16

(32 135)

(834)

(36 407)
2020

SEGMENT PROFIT EXCLUDING HEAD OFFICE RECOVERIES

8

0
GROSS PROFIT

GROSS MARGIN (%)

Revenue was primarily attributable to income from the delivery of the ISD units and spares sold during the year.
Overall, Etion Digitise’s revenue declined by 69% as the business unit was unable to replace historic contracts which
were fulfilled and experienced a reduction in orders from its key rail customer and long procurement cycles for new
solutions developed in 2019.
Etion Digitise’s cost structure became unsustainable as the initial strategy of investing in engineering capability to
design new solutions for new markets did not achieve anticipated levels of revenue. These negative impacts resulted
in a significant increase in Etion Digitise’s loss, necessitating a substantial restructuring of the business unit, which
incurred an exceptional cost of R25.3 million. 30
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Our performance: Etion Digitise continued

RISKS AND CHALLENGES

OPERATIONAL FOCUS FOR 2020

Sustained weakness in Etion Digitise’s core rail market
had a material impact on the business unit’s order
book. Efforts to recover 2019 investments in new
solutions by increasing the business development drive
and further diversifying the customer base were
unsuccessful in current market conditions. Etion
intervened to mitigate these risks and challenges by:

The restructuring reduced Etion Digitise’s run rate by
approximately 82%. This was achieved primarily due to
a headcount reduction following the retrenchment of
employees. The remaining Etion Digitise resources,
including engineering capability, were transferred to
Etion Create and will operate under Etion Create’s
management. Etion Create’s management focused on
maintaining business continuity by:

―― Restoring Etion Digitise’s sole focus on the rail
customer for the foreseeable future and
streamlining other areas of capability in other
sectors
―― Conducting a strategic asset review relative to
market size, customer needs and fleet defects
―― Deploying the experience and resources of the Etion
Create team for oversight and management of
operations and sales to address challenges in the
business unit and maintain delivery of customer
services

INVESTMENT IN PROJECTS
There were no new investments in FY2020. Previous
investments were written off following the decision
to restructure the business unit.

―― Ensuring that service delivery and support of the key
customer continued unabated and strengthening
engagement with the customer to demonstrate
that Etion remains a dependable supplier.
―― Resolving one fleet defect and working to resolve
more defects during FY2021. The defects impact a
small percentage of the units Etion Digitise supplied
to the customer and were incurred over several
years but resolving them is time-consuming.
―― Investigating options to redesign or modify existing
products with the benefit of Etion Create’s
engineering capability.

Focus ahead
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https://www.etion.co.za/digitise/
Our digital systems are built to improve the overall safety and productivity of every client, no matter how
big or small. We’re here to make your business perform better in a digital world, whether through the
development and integration of sensors that collect important data you can study to improve inefficiencies
or tracking of assets.
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Our performance: Etion Connect
WHAT WE DO
Etion Connect is a value-added reseller (VAR) of passive fibre connectivity products for each part of a
telecommunications network and offers design and installation solutions and services to network operators and their
installers. CommScope supplies more than 95% of products Etion Connect sells; the balance is locally sourced
components that complement the CommScope range.

OUR CAPABILITIES
Distribution

―― Importing
―― Assembling
―― Warehousing

Design

―― Solutions design
―― Technology integration
―― Solution development
―― Customer-specific solutions

Installation

―― Service fulfilment
―― Programme and project management
―― Quality assurance
―― Sub-contractor management

OUR PERFORMANCE
R’000
300 000

40

277 547
246 748

250 000

32

29%

28%
200 000

163 010

24

150 000
100 000
50 000

78 218
43 928
38 375

15%

71 512
13 267 19 112

24 834
(20 590)

16

8

0
-50 000

(32 554)
2018
SEGMENT REVENUE

2019

2020

0

SEGMENT (LOSS)/PROFIT SEGMENT PROFIT EXCLUDING HEAD OFFICE RECOVERIES GROSS PROFIT

GROSS MARGIN (%)

Revenue declined by 34% due to the slowdown in fibre installations as network operators continued to reduce capital
expenditure in response to lower demand for fibre services in a weak economic environment. The decline in revenue,
compounded by increased competitive pressure, exchange rate volatility and a R13 million stock impairment resulted
in a segment loss for the year.
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Our performance: Etion Connect continued

RISKS AND CHALLENGES
Etion Connect’s growth trajectory is closely aligned with
GDP growth, which drives demand for bandwidth and,
in turn, influences the infrastructure investments
network operators make. South Africa’s sustained
economic weakness has curtailed demand for fibre to
homes and businesses (FTTx), resulting in a continuous
decline in Etion Connect’s revenue since 2018.
Increased competition in the VAR supply market
reduced margins over the same period as Etion
Connect defended its market share at the risk of
lowering profitability on its higher-margin products.
Significant Rand/Dollar exchange rate volatility
increased the cost of Etion Connect’s imported
products, which account for the bulk of its sales,
although this was partially mitigated by foreign
exchange hedging. 09

Etion Connect also faced the risk of business disruption
that occurs when operators use turnkey providers to
build their networks, or bypass VARs by procuring
directly from original equipment manufacturers (OEMs).
In response, Etion Connect demonstrated the value it
adds to the chain between customer and OEM,
including stock planning and procurement, product
assembly and customisation, and installation training
for Etion Connect and customer employees.
The risk of customer concentration was mitigated in
recent years by reducing the revenue Etion Connect
derives from one major client from over 72% in 2015 to
37% in 2020 and increasing the diversity of its customer
base. Etion Connect’s customers include major carriergrade national telecommunications companies. A
targeted pipeline development campaign yielded
orders from greenfield operators, such as Liquid
Telecom. However, Etion Connect did not succeed in its
plan to protect future revenue by evolving to annuity
service-based income.

INVESTMENT IN PROJECTS
R’000
Staff training
Various SAP modules implementation
Electronic filing system for creditor transactions
Upgraded security and access control

Total
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31 March
2020

31 March
2019

31 March
2018

1 300

1 039

1 632

615

565

705

200

–

–

70

–

–

2 185

1 604

2 337
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OPERATIONAL FOCUS FOR 2020
Since FY2019 Etion Connect has reduced operating
costs by 30% (R10 million). In FY2020, the business unit
focused on defending its VAR business by:

―― Enhancing pre-sales capability and strengthening
sales capability.

―― Reducing an unsustainable cost base by
streamlining operations. Since 2019 Etion Connect
has achieved a R10 million reduction in operating
expenditure.

―― Improving business development and entrenching
customer centricity. A business development
executive was appointed to focus on multiple carrier
segments, customer engagement was elevated, and
an external service provider was appointed to
conduct the NPS/CLM customer survey with key
customers.

―― Appointing a new regional freight contractor at
more profitable rates and to improve Etion
Connect’s BBBEE contributor status.

Several of these interventions to strengthen the VAR
business were supported by the SAP system, including
inventory management and employee training.

―― Discontinuing the services division.

Although Etion Connect secured essential services
certification during the lockdown, reduced customer
demand and the economic contraction exacerbated by
COVID-19 led to a marked deterioration in forecast
revenue for FY2021 and a resultant decrease in
profitability. Management proactively initiated a
strategic review of Etion Connect to explore the
opportunity of restructuring the digital network
solutions business with the objective of assessing
the long-term sustainability and profitability of the
business unit.

―― Improving inventory management by focusing on
enhancing procurement processes systems and
stock turnover ratios.
―― Optimising supply chain management. To improve
supply speed, Etion Connect holds stock on behalf
of customers and developed a proprietary
production kitting process to supply customised
products to customers and increase their local
content.
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Our performance: Etion Secure
WHAT WE DO
Etion Secure specialises in products and solutions that provide cyber security solutions, vulnerability assessments,
and secure business transactions. Etion Secure (LAWTrust) is differentiated by its supply of frictionless digital
solutions, underpinned by strong cryptographic security that masks the complexity of the technology, addresses
governance, improves efficiency and creates convenient customer experiences.

OUR CAPABILITIES
Operations

―― Globally certified trust centre providing trust services
―― Global provider of Adobe Approved Trust List (AATL) digital signatures
―― Accredited under the South African ECT Act for advanced electronic
signature
―― Level 1 BBBEE supplier
―― PKI (public key infrastructure) and signing as a service in public cloud,
private cloud and on-premise

Product development

―― Software engineering focused on trust services such as on-boarding, ID
proofing, cryptography, biometrics and digital signatures

Capacity

―― 20 developers, 50 technical security engineers, 10 security consultants
―― 2 legal advisors specialising in IT, privacy and signature law
―― Project management office and project managers
―― Key account managers

OUR PERFORMANCE
R’000
250 000

225 920

60
52%
48

200 000

33%

150 000

36
117 397

106 957

24

100 000
35 437

50 000

13 481

46 016
38 072

12

5 412
0

20191
SEGMENT REVENUE

SEGMENT PROFIT

2020
SEGMENT PROFIT EXCLUDING HEAD OFFICE RECOVERIES

GROSS MARGIN (%)
1

2019 reflected a 10-month period of LAWTrust’s results compared to 12 months in 2020
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LAWTrust focused on building a digital business that
delivers solutions online or supports its customers
remotely. This, combined with the effective
implementation of its international expansion strategy,
enabled the business unit to more than double revenue
and profits.
LAWTrust continued to develop its portfolio of cyber
security solutions, such as SSL, digital certificates,
strong authentication and vulnerability assessments
which manage cyber risk, and secure business
solutions, including secure on-boarding, ghost-worker
eradication, identity proofing and digital signing, which
save money, improve efficiency and create convenient
customer experience.
Revenue from international operations increased to 15%
(2019: 3%) as LAWTrust’s strategy of international
expansion and increased capacity to deliver exportable
products enabled the business unit to grow and
diversify its customer base globally. Gains included
contracts to deliver PKI and signing services to a major
telecommunications company in the Middle East and
provide services to the international operations of major
South African companies. Relationships established
with technology partners that require representation in
territories such as the Middle East, rest of Africa and
Australia resulted in distribution partnerships in
Australia, the USA and a growing number of markets
in Sub-Saharan Africa, Ghana and Egypt.
By reorganising its digital signature services, LAWTrust
is able to offer the hosting of signing solutions in major
public or private cloud providers, such as the signing
service hosted in Microsoft Azure in Australia, which
provides the benefit of improved performance and data
residency. LAWTrust released a digital ID proofing
(on-boarding) process for high-assurance, publicly
trusted signatures that supports agent-led enrolment
and app-based self-enrolment. When COVID-19
emerged, LAWTrust was able to offer this digital service
to all customers. By improving customer experience
and enabling scaling, the solution sets a new global
standard for high-assurance digital signing.
Etion Secure expanded its customer base by sector,
extending its biometric enrolment and matching
platform from government to banking and insurance
customers.
Several cost savings initiatives were implemented to
further strengthen margins and included changes in
overtime and commission structures of employees,
contract renegotiations and use of hedging
instruments to minimise exposures.

RISKS AND CHALLENGES
LAWTrust operates in a highly regulated environment
that requires rigorous and regular audits by various
authorised bodies that grant accreditations to operate
in the highly specialised industry. To date we have
received clean audits that enable us to retain our
listings in important international accreditation

Creating value sustainably g

frameworks. Although we operate in an agile market,
compliance with trust centre audit requirements is
onerous and requires investment in the improvement of
practices and standard operating procedures to
streamline annual audits.
Strong regulations have the positive effect of creating
high barriers to entry in the increasingly competitive
cyber trust market. To remain accredited to issue
advanced electronic signatures, LAWTrust undergoes
annual ISO 21188 and international WEBtrust audits.

INVESTMENT IN PROJECTS
LAWTrust continued to invest in service delivery
improvements, including infrastructure resilience,
capacity development and enhancement of a real-time
disaster recovery site.
The development of intellectual property in LAWTrust
allows it to fund extended capabilities organically.

OPERATIONAL FOCUS FOR 2020
We focused on managing working capital effectively
and ensuring LAWTrust remains cash-positive to fund
growth organically and manage the risk of trading in
unpredictable operating environments. 09
The focus on building our own IP and operations is
increasing our US Dollar-based revenue from export or
other global services and enabling the business unit to
mitigate domestic market risk, while adapting quickly
to changing markets or customer needs. We extended
our sales reach without increasing headcount or
opening offices in international locations by:
―― Selecting channel partners that are the right fit to
take digital signature solutions to market
―― Increasing our focus on online services that do not
require physical market presence
―― Limiting on-premise solutions and services to
markets in the Middle East and Africa that offer
relative proximity and similar time zones
In addition, we increased LAWTrust’s participation in
ecosystems that require digital signatures for their
distribution network, such as the Laserfiche Professional
Developer Programme (PDP). Laserfiche is a global
leader in automation and content management but
standard signing solutions require documents to be sent
out of their ecosystem to the signature service provider.
LAWTrust designed an integration where only a
message digest like a digital fingerprint of the document
is sent to LAWTrust for signature creation and time
stamping, thereby improving the performance of the
system and overall security.
To maintain the growth momentum of our cyber
security services that generate annuity income and new
opportunities, we established a team of specialist
consultants who utilise state-of-the-art cyber security
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Our performance: Etion Secure continued

analysis tools to assist companies improve their cyber
security maturity and vulnerability management,
including vulnerability assessments, penetration testing
and advisory services.
Through the TRUST Academy we have created
customer interest in PKI, signing and privacy courses
as part of the advisory service offering.
LAWTrust’s primary focus is to provide excellent
customer experience. We design our solutions based
on customer needs and ensure we have the agility to
respond quickly to changing market conditions or
customer requirements. Our customer engagement
survey rated our customer experience above the
industry average.
The risk of losing skilled staff to emigration due to the
high global demand for cyber security skills has been
largely mitigated by the following interventions to
appoint, retain and develop skills:

SOLID cyber security range and internal training
programmes to build expertise rapidly
―― Partnership with the Tshwane University of
Technology to augment skills and create a pipeline
of qualified people
―― TRUST Academy, providing instructor-led training in
a physical or virtual classroom to train our
employees and those of our customers. This
approach is complemented by the availability of lab
areas for technical staff to improve their skills. We
held a soft launch of the Trust Academy at the
ITWeb security conference and were encouraged by
the considerable interest shown
―― Conducting both PKI and security awareness
training internally 49

Focus ahead
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―― New appointments, including an experienced cyber
security manager, a key account manager for the

www.lawtrust.co.za
Insider threat protection

Electronic signatures

LAWTrust assists globally trusted financial
enterprises and government to fight fraud in real
time with comprehensive management and fraud
monitoring solutions.

LAWTrust’s signature solutions allow your business to
reap substantial benefits through the savings on
time, courier costs, data capture errors and reduced
potential for fraud in paper processes.

Primary offerings include:
―― Digital signature solutions
―― SSL certificates
―― Digital certificate management solutions
―― ID proofing and registration solutions
―― Ghost worker reduction solutions
₀₀ Strong authentication including SOLID
WebKey
₀₀ Biometrics solutions
₀₀ Insider threat prevention

1

―― Communications security solutions including
SOLID VPN and SOLID chat
―― Cyber security services
₀₀ Vulnerability assessments
₀₀ Penetration testing
―― Security governance

“A signing solution with strong
security doesn’t have to be a
difficult experience.”1

https://www.thetechnologyheadlines.com/magazine/subscription/web/vol-6-issue-2-full-listing/feature/Lawtrust/
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Etion is committed to good corporate citizenship. In pursuit of its adherence
to ethical social behaviour that complies with this ideal, the Group maintains
a social and ethics scorecard that is monitored by the Social and Ethics
Committee.
ETION SOCIAL AND ETHICS SCORECARD
Priority perspectives

Weighting

Score

Employee perspective

30%

3.5

Environmental perspective

20%

3

Social perspective

10%

3.9

Management and
economic risk perspective

40%

2.6

100%

3.08

Total performance

Rating scale
Exceptional performance

5

Needs improvement

2

Exceeds expectations

4

Below expectations

1

Meets expectations

3

The responsibility for effective implementation is
widespread between committees and functional units
within the Group, namely, People and Organisational
Development (P&OD), Finance, Procurement, Marketing,
Heads of business units, Group Executives and
Employment Equity, Safety, Health and Environment and
Corporate Social Investment Committees.

30%
40%

10%

Employee
perspective and
indicator weighting

20%

3.5

20% –
Organisational
culture alignment

3

Goals/KPIs

Performance against goals/KPIs

―― Achieve an overall Group score
of > 80% on annual employee
survey (10% of score)

―― Etion Create scored 89.9% in
employee engagement survey
completed by 88% of employees

―― No single BU to score less than
75% (10%)

―― Etion Secure (LAWTrust)
conducted Stay interviews
―― 360 management reviews, with
employee feedback

20% – Diversity
support Indicators

4

―― Achieve a Level 2 BBBEE rating
for the Group (10% of score)
―― Achieve percentage foreigners <
2% in South Africa (5%)
―― Have at least one formal initiative
on diversity across the Group (5%)
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―― Achieved level 1 BBBEE rating
―― Achieved < 2% foreigners in
South Africa
―― Provided online diversity
training

SDG link
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Employee
perspective and
indicator weighting

20% –
Employment
equity (EE)

3.5
4

Goals/KPIs

Performance against goals/KPIs

―― Achieve overall ratio of 62%
black employees according
to EE plan (10%)

―― Achieved 62% black employees
across the Group

―― Achieve overall 50% of group
average black representation
at top three levels (5%)
―― Improve overall EE ratios (black
and female) at management
occupational levels by 2
percentage points (5%)

20% – Labour
relations

3

―― Achieve < 5% labour relation
incidents (5%)
―― Achieve < 1% CCMA and labour
court cases (5%)
―― Achieve staff turnover rate of
< 10% (5%)

SDG link

―― Exceeded targeted 50% group
average black representation in
top three levels
―― Improved overall by exceeding
50% group average black
employees to achieve 63.6%
overall black representation
―― Overall EE rations at
management occupational
levels improved only 0.02%
―― Overall incidents were below 5%.
The Group reported limited
labour relation incidents
―― Achieved < 1% CCMA and labour
court cases
―― Overall turnover < 10% (excludes
restructuring turnover numbers)

―― Achieve employee engagement
improvement of 5% year on year ―― Overall improvement below 5%
(5%)

10% – Policy
integration

4

―― Implement all critical Group
policies at the end of the
financial year

10% – Ethics

3

―― All incidents that are reported to ―― No incidents reported
the Social and Ethics
Committee are addressed
successfully within a month

―― Board approved Group HR,
Remuneration (Long-term
Incentive Scheme), Group
BBBEE and Whistleblowing
policies
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30%
40%

10%

Environmental
perspective and
indicator weighting

40% – Sustainable
environmental
methods

20%

3

Goals/KPIs

Performance against goals/KPIs

3

―― Reduce the number of relevant ―― Participated in Lerato Day Care
Veggie Day waste recycling
consumables used by 10% in the
community project
financial year (20%)
―― Implement one community
project that is built on the
recycling of waste (20%)

30% – Internal
recycling

3

―― Implement the recycling of
paper and plastic as minimum
(30%)

30% – Energy
efficiency

4

―― Reduce the electricity usage by
―― Electricity usage decreased
23% from 793 559 kWh to
5% in the next financial year (15%)
646 367 kWh
―― Reduce the water usage by 5% in
the next financial year (15%)
―― Water usage decreased 23% to
1 978 Kl from 2815Kl
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―― Recycled 8 741 kgs of paper and
cardboard boxes (FY2019:
4 118 kgs)

SDG link
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30%
40%

20%
10%

Social perspective
and indicator
weighting

50% – Social
contributions

3.9
5

Goals/KPIs

Performance against goals/KPIs

―― Achieve maximum points for
socio-economic development
(SED) spend in terms of BBBEE
scorecard

―― Achieved maximum points for
SED spend

SDG link

―― Contributed annual licence fee
for ICT software to Wits
Ekurhuleni training facility
―― Donated four security hardware
modules worth R1.3 million to
Tshwane University of
Technology IT department

30% – Enterprise
development

3

―― Participated in five collaborative
―― Participate in at least five
initiatives with In-Touch, Liyema
collaboration events throughout
HR consulting firm, Kalai & Ben
the year in support of enterprise
Carey contract manufacturers
development (10%)
supporting Etion Connect
―― Achieve maximum points for
supply chain
enterprise development in
terms of BBBEE scorecard (20%)

10% –
Entertainment
and gifts

3

―― Record all gifts received in Gifts
Register

10% – Time spent
in volunteering

2

―― Spend an average of eight hours ―― Averaged two hours per
per employee per year on
employee volunteering at
volunteering initiatives (2 160 hrs)
wellness and sporting
fundraising events, including
Corporate Run4Good and Walk
for Cancer

―― Implemented and maintained
gift register
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30%
40%

20%

10%

Management and
economic risk
perspective and
indicator weighting

3.3

70% – Shareholder
value

3

Goals/KPIs

Performance against goals/KPIs

―― Align BU and functional
strategies with the Group
strategy, (10%)

―― Aligned BU and functional
strategies with the Group
strategy as intended

―― Deliver against budget (50%)

―― Budget was not achieved

―― Develop and implement
dividend policy (2.5%)

―― Developed and implemented
the dividend policy

―― NED contribution and value add ―― NED contribution, nature of
matters raised at AGMs and
(5%). The nature of matters
value add in line with KPI
raised at AGMs (2.5%)

30% – Integrated
reporting

4

―― Measure extent to which
―― Integrated report completed
integrated reporting has been
with the collective mind of the
included in reporting (on a scale
Board applied to the
1 to 5) and achieve 4 or 5
preparation and presentation
of information in the report

OUR PERFORMANCE
General waste

Chemicals used

6 bins per week

130kg

(2019: 15 bins per week)

(2019: 268kg)

Recycled paper

Water usage

6 247kg

4 148kL per year

(2019: 3 818kg)

(2019: 2 815kL)

Cardboard boxes recycled

Electricity usage

2 494kg
(2019: 300kg)
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751 197kWh per year
(2019: 793 559kWh)
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Level 1 | BBBEE level*
(2019: Level 1)

62% | Black persons in management
(2019: 65%)

38% |

Black females in management

(2019: 75%)

7 625 |

Skills development spend (R’000)

(2019: 8 374)

117 |

Number of new recruits into learnerships,
internship and apprentice programmes

(2019: 204)
Black female procurement spend (R’000)

| 16 987

(2019: 17 400)
Black-owned entity procurement spend (R’000)

| 32 695

(2019: 44 000)

*

Valid with effect from 10/07/2020 to 09/07/2021

Exempted Micro-enterprises (EME) and Qualifying Small Enterprises (QSE) spend (R’000)
Supplier development

Enterprise development

2020: 48 181

2020: 1 389

2020: 1 437

(2019: 88 334)

(2019: 1 273)

(2019: 1 827)

Lost-time injuries

Total employees

(2019: 1)

(2019: 350)

2020: 6

2020: 311

Etion’s BBBEE contributor status was maintained at Level 1. This was despite significant restructuring that reduced
the number of black and black female managers and executives employed by the Group. Etion Secure (LAWTrust)
focused on creating a process to support effective BBBEE spend and, through the initiative, managed to reduce
non-BBBEE spend from R7.7 million in the prior year to R1.4 million in the current year.
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Human capital

We recognise that our people are
the driving force of our growth,
and we acknowledge the value
they add to the Group. One of our
fundamental principles is to enhance
the sustainable development of our
311 people.

Unfortunately, the difficult operating conditions made it
necessary for the Group to restructure business units
that were heavily impacted by contraction in their core
markets. Cost-cutting measures, including
retrenchment of twenty-one employees in Etion
Digitise and eight in Etion Connect, were unsettling for
those impacted and their colleagues who remain with
the Group. Business units’ Managing Directors and HR
engaged continuously with employees to keep them
informed of developments. Employees were offered
voluntary severance packages.

Etion’s effectiveness at business, functional and Group
levels is underpinned by a combination of
communication, structure, processes, policies,
procedures, motivation and reward. We leverage
technology to meet the ever-evolving needs of the
Group and its employees. By instilling the Etion culture
in our employees and ensuring they understand our
purpose and strategy, we endeavour to engage our
people in the effective implementation of the Group’s
strategy. Our key HR focus areas include:

The Group created a structure based on an analysis of
future needs and strategic goals, to support operational
efficiency and better alignment across functions. We
focused on retaining talent by identifying and providing
opportunities for key employees to achieve
performance-based promotions, and relocating Etion
Digitise engineers to Etion Create to retain engineering
expertise and institutional memory. Training of junior
managers will be required to ensure the flatter
organisational structure is well supported.

―― Building customer centricity

HR conducted an internal “Dumbest things we do”
campaign in May to obtain employees’ insights into
initiatives to improve the Group’s performance. The
winners each received a R1 000 dinner voucher.

―― Creating a high-performing culture
―― Growing leadership capacity
―― Becoming a learning organisation

The 10 winning ideas covered themes related to:
―― Supporting more seamless project handover processes by utilising handover reports
―― Growing young talent with the support of more senior management
―― Growing product knowledge amongst staff
―― Promoting increased productivity
―― Communicating group strategy to all levels of employees
―― Increasing business unit collaboration and green company initiatives
―― Hiring and retaining employees and improving employee recognition
―― Enhancing employee morale
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Business unit HR initiatives

Health, safety and security

Several interventions undertaken by Etion’s business
units focused on employee engagement and
development.

The health, safety and security of our employees and all
other stakeholders who work with us are of
fundamental importance. This concern reflects our core
values, which are incorporated into all aspects of our
business.

Etion Create and Etion Digitise
―― Conducted an employee engagement survey where
88% of employees participated and rated the
business unit 89.9% for employee engagement
and satisfaction
―― Introduced the PaySpace employee self-help portal
for leave, payslips, performance management and
other HR functions
―― Updated the eLearning platform to make it more
comprehensive and accessible to all employees

Etion Secure (LAWTrust)
―― Promoted the use of online learning platforms that
provide on-demand, real-time learning
―― Leveraged technology to innovate existing HR
processes, adding pre-recorded videos to
recruitment interview processes
―― Improved the online performance management
system to ensure continuous feedback between
employees and managers by adding a performance
management journal where dialogue can occur

Etion Connect

The primary risks of injury are in our project
construction sites, digital networking solutions areas of
our business, and, to a lesser extent, our manufacturing
operations.
The Group focuses on accurate recording and reporting
of all workplace incidents and injuries and actively
promotes employee consultation and participation in
health, safety and security matters. During FY2020, no
fatalities were recorded, and our business units
reported six lost-time injuries.
The Group invested R476 141 on facilities improvements
and COVID-19 safety measures.
Specific health and safety initiatives included:

Etion Secure (LAWTrust)
―― Treated employees to an “anti-stress day” by
professional therapists, supported national blood
drive campaigns and arranged free annual flu shots
and immune boosters administered by health care
professionals

―― Conducted several town hall sessions to canvas
employee feedback on the direction management
was taking the business

―― Co-ordinated several events to encourage team
building, celebrate successes and support
employees’ emotional wellbeing

―― Focused on building a culture of learning and
developing skills through various interventions
with emphasis on succession planning

―― Identified a medical insurance provider for
employees who do not have medical aid cover.
Employees may join on a voluntary basis and the
contribution amount forms part of their cost to
company package

Skills development
Etion’s business units experience skills shortages in
their respective markets. In particular, Etion Secure
(LAWTrust) experiences skills shortages in cyber
security, which it addresses by conducting internal
training programmes and providing laboratory areas for
technical employees to practically improve their skills.

Etion Create

Etion Secure (LAWTrust) also manages talent with its
training interventions to equip employees with the
necessary skills for current roles and potential future
positions. These include tertiary studies; certifications;
bursaries; learnerships and soft skills training for
employees; and a combination of physical and online
training modules.

Etion Connect

The Group invested R7.63 million in skills and leadership
development (2019: R8.37 million). Employees
completed 1 447 hours of training during the year.

―― Worked with employees during several sessions
to understand the “Safety Reps Survival Guide”
―― Maintained consistent inspections and
investigations of any health and safety incidents
―― Focused on various employee wellness initiatives,
including individual coaching and access to
professional industrial psychologists
Etion Create has a security policy for its employees. A
security policy was implemented to cover contingencies
of all other employees and their next of kin when they
represent the Group offshore.
Our manufacturing facility was ISO 9001:2015 certified
in 2017, while our safety and productivity business unit
transitioned from ISO 9001:2008 to ISO 9001:2015.
Network Solutions is certified ISO 9001:2015. Etion
Secure (LAWTrust) maintained its South African
Advanced Electronic Signature, WebTrust and ISO 21188
accreditation.
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Health and safety incidents
Type of incident
(number)

Investments in health and safety interventions

2020

2019

17

29

Medical treatment
cases

4

1

Lost-time injuries

6

1

Fatalities

0

0

First aid cases

Type of investment
(R)

2020

Facilities improvement

127 823

COVID-19 measures

350 201
11 921

Health and safety training

Total

489 945

FINANCIAL VALUE-ADDED STATEMENT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH
Etion operates in a greater socio-economic ecosystem and we recognise that we are dependent on robust
relationships with other stakeholders. Value added indicates the wealth Etion creates through its activities for
our main stakeholder groups: shareholders, employees, debt providers, suppliers and government.
2020
R’000

2019
%

R’000

%

Wealth created
Revenue
Cost of material and services

572 889

595 939

(396 282)

(394 194)

176 607

96

201 745

97

Interest income

2 718

1

1 717

1

Other income

5 124

3

4 877

2

Value added by operations

Total wealth created

184 449

208 339

Applied as follows:
Employees' salaries, wages and
benefits

191 113

Government taxation

(6 862)

104

176 761

91

(4)

3 359

2

11 225

6

11 262

6

Retained in the Group

(11 027)

(6)

16 957

9

Retained profit

(36 128)

(2 729)

25 101

19 687

184 449

208 339

311

350

593

595

Providers of capital and interest

Depreciation and amortisation

Total employees
Wealth created per employee
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We have restructured and significantly de-risked the Group. Our primary
business units are well managed, strategically focused, agile and competitive
in leading-edge global technology markets.
While the challenges ahead of us are significant, we have established the foundation for sustainable growth by
preparing our business units for leaner, less predictable times, while ensuring we capitalise on growth opportunities,
particularly in international markets.

2021 strategic focus areas

Strategic technology trends for 20201

―― Restore profitability in uncertain market conditions

In a rapidly evolving technology environment, future
trends are focusing on the way technology can enhance
people’s lives and improve business efficiency.

―― Achieve long-term growth potential of Etion Create
and Etion Secure (LAWTrust)
―― Grow shareholder value

2021 risks and opportunities
―― Macro-economic environment
―― Financial performance
―― Internal organisational alignment
―― Speed of technology innovation
―― Customer centricity

The capabilities offered by 5G, cloud computing, IoT, AI,
machine learning and data analysis are transforming
our ability to automate and integrate data gathering,
processing, analysis and response activities to create
smart, secure and convenient living and working spaces.
Etion’s primary goal is to be a solutions provider that
turns ideas into unique digital technology solutions for
customers in its focus areas:
Digitalisation and automation of services (converting
manual to digital processes to simplify, reduce cost and
improve efficiency)

External environment

Cyber security (protecting digital assets against the
increasing threat of cybercrime)

―― Global and domestic economic downturn prolonged
by COVID-19 pandemic

Secure communications (enabling governments and
businesses to enhance safety and prevent fraud by
securing their voice and machine-to-machine
communications)

―― Sustained currency volatility amid global political and
trade turmoil
―― Physical supply chains disrupted by COVID-19 but
global demand for digitalisation increases
―― Cyber security risk heightened by increased
digitalisation

Top 10 strategic technology trends for 20201
For several years, the top trends focused on the intelligent digital mesh, referring to a future in which smart devices
deliver insightful digital services everywhere. Although intelligent digital mesh is still important, the 2020 trends are
structured around the idea of “people-centric smart spaces” — which means considering how technologies will
affect people (i.e., customers, employees) and the places where they live (i.e., home, office, car).
“These trends have a profound impact on the people and the spaces they inhabit,” says David W. Cearley,
Distinguished VP Analyst, Gartner.

“Rather than building a technology stack and then exploring the potential
applications, organisations must consider the business and human contexts
first.”

1

Top 10 Strategic Technology Trends for 2020, © 2020 Gartner, Inc. and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. CM_I_754447
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Etion, Advancing Humanity Through Technology
With Etion Create’s ODM capability and security and assurance capability of Etion Secure (LAWTrust), Etion is well
positioned to respond swiftly to new technology trends.

Restore profitability in uncertain market conditions
The restructuring of Etion significantly de-risked the Group:
―― Reduced the FY2021 cost base in the following businesses by approximately:
₀₀ Etion Digitise: 82%
₀₀ Etion Connect: 30%
₀₀ Corporate: 31%
―― Impaired obsolete and unsaleable inventory
―― Repositioned the corporate office as a smaller agile centre that will serve the Group’s key strategic and value
creation requirements
―― Increased the operational autonomy of the business units, enabling them to focus on implementing the strategy
and leveraging their competitive strengths and synergies to offer the Group’s full potential to more diverse
markets
―― Strengthened Etion’s cash position by 120% as a result of improved cash management by the business units
―― Continued to invest in engineering, manufacturing and customer service capacity to sustain future growth
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Achieve long-term growth potential
Etion Create and Etion Digitise
Growth in our export activities offers a currency benefit in a weak currency (low-cost) domestic environment.
However, the impact of COVID-19 may further delay commencement of several large new contracts, while low oil
prices may curtail spending in the Middle East, with possible negative consequences for our business.
The rail sector continues to represent future opportunity for Etion as its customer has indicated its intention to
expand capacity in parts of its extensive rail network and systems.
Etion Digitise installed more than 3 000 on-board rail units and over 1 000 trackside units, providing the Group with
a base from which to expand its offerings through upgrades, feature enhancements and improved integration of
the offering. This provides the opportunity to leverage products in Etion Create’s domain, such as the CM120 module,
a core element of the Etion Digitise products, and to supply more on-board sensors to reduce the risk of theft or
vandalism to trackside equipment.

Etion Secure (LAWTrust)
Digitalisation and automation of services is a survival and growth strategy for many businesses, particularly in an
economic recession, because it reduces cost and improves efficiency. As businesses adopt these fast-evolving
technologies, their need for cyber security, governance and accountability enforced by digital signatures increases.
Etion Secure (LAWTrust) is well positioned to capitalise on these related trends in domestic and international markets.
Etion Secure (LAWTrust) provides non-subscription services to approximately 60% of its customer base, the majority
of which are government departments and other large organisations, reducing the risk of non-payment. Subscription
services are operated on a pay-as-you-consume model, which is suitable for small, medium and large businesses.
Being the first trusted signature service provider to enable easy-to-enrol, high-assurance public signatures in global
markets will give Etion Secure (LAWTrust) a significant competitive advantage.

Etion Connect
By conducting an objective strategic review of Etion Connect we are assessing the business unit’s ability to be
sustainable and capitalise on significant longer-term opportunities as a value-added reseller of connectivity
products for telecommunications networks. 09

Message from the Board
The Board is resolute in its determination to achieve sustainable long-term growth for Etion. Our key focus areas are:
1.

Sustaining Etion post-COVID-19. We are positioning the Group to do “business unusual” in unpredictable
operating conditions.

2. Growing shareholder value. Our primary business units are cash-generative, profitable and operate in growing
markets. Their investment in own IP to develop unique digital products that are value-adding to global
customers improves their resilience in unpredictable environments. Etion Connect will change its form as
necessary to ensure optimal shareholder value.
3. Changing our internal mindset. We are instilling in our employees the need to think differently in a world that is
rapidly evolving in response to the effects of COVID-19 and constant advances in technology.
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Our Board of Directors
ARC

ARC

HCRC

HCRC

NC

IC

SEC

NC

DR SNOWY KHOZA (62)

COENRAAD BESTER (64)

Chairperson, Independent non-executive director

Independent non-executive director

BA Hons (Social Work); MA (Social Science); PhD (Social
Policy); MBA; Executive Programmes in management
development, utility regulation, strategy and finance

BSc Electronic Engineering; BSc Electronic Engineering
(Hons); MBA; OPM; PGD (Future Studies)

Appointed to Board: 21 October 2015

Coen has 40 years of experience in the technology industry,
including successfully starting and growing a high-tech
company. Coen serves on the boards of several technology
companies. He is the author of Live & Lead: Discover Your
Personal and Organisational Guidance System (2012). His
passion is leadership coaching and strategy. Coen is the
CEO and owner of BrainWorks, a management consulting
company. His skills, expertise and experience include
technology strategy, systems thinking, corporate culture
and future studies.

Dr Khoza is a seasoned executive, development activist
and strategist with over 30 years of management and
directorship experience in South African public and private
sectors. She has been recognised on the continent, with
awards such as Top Business Leader in SA; One of the Most
Influential Women in Africa and Continental Lifetime
Achiever; Ethical Business Leader; and Most Empowering
Woman Leader in the Infrastructure Development Sector.
Dr Khoza is Chief Executive Officer of Bigen Group and a
member of the advisory boards of the University of Pretoria
– Water Institute and Kectil Program (Atlanta). Her skills,
expertise and experience are leadership, business,
governance, research and policy.

Appointed to Board: 1 June 2015

ARC
HCRC
NC
ARC
NC
SEC

MARTIE JANSE VAN RENSBURG (63)
Independent non-executive director

RICHARD WILLIS (50)
Non-executive director
BCom Dip (Acc) CA(SA)
Appointed to Board: 13 November 2018
Richard is Chief Operating Officer (COO) of Clive Douglas
Investments (Pty) Ltd and an independent non-executive
director of Alaris Holdings Ltd, where he serves as the
chairperson of the audit and risk and social and ethics
committees. He has served as COO, investment principal
and director of Douglas Investments since 2007, having
joined the company from Virgin Money South Africa, where
he was FD and a board member. His career includes head
of finance and operations and executive committee
member at Standard Private Bank, head of international
business at Melville Douglas Investment Management, and
manager and executive committee member at Rawlinson
& Hunter, British Virgin Islands.
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BCom, BCompt (Hons), CA(SA)
Appointed to Board: 12 November 2018
Martie has extensive experience in corporate governance,
corporate strategy, shareholder management, enterprise
risk management, regulatory compliance, financial
reporting and analysis, human resource strategy and
performance management. She is an experienced
executive and non-executive director, serving as either
Chairperson or member of the boards or board
committees of public and private sector organisations for
20 years. These include the Independent Regulatory Board
for Auditors, Sephaku Holdings Limited and The
Development Bank of Southern Africa. She is also a
non-executive member of the FirstRand Bank Limited
credit committee overseeing Africa, specialised and project
finance and Ashburton investment credit committee.
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IC

IC

TEDDY DAKA (55)

ELVIN DE KOCK (62)

Group Chief Executive Officer (GCEO), Executive director

Group Chief Financial Officer (GCFO), Executive director

BA (Hons) Business Management; MBA

FCMA, CGMA, MBA

Appointed to Board: 10 October 2001

Appointed to Board: 8 January 2018

Teddy was appointed Group CEO in June 2013 after serving
as Non-Executive Chairperson of Etion Limited since 2006.
Before assuming an executive role in Etion he founded
Tedaka Investments, a company that had interests in
various industries, including telecommunications, defence,
cyber security, consulting engineering, mining, property
and railways. An ex-Telkom and Palabora Foundation
executive, Teddy has served as a non-executive director for
private and public sector companies locally and
internationally, and on various ministerial task teams.

Elvin has extensive executive and consulting experience at
board and senior executive levels across the
telecommunications, information technology and financial
services industries. He is highly skilled in finance, risk
management, corporate governance and compliance,
strategic planning and change management. Elvin
currently serves as a non-executive director of Bryte
Insurance and Chairperson of Bryte Life Company Limited.
Elvin is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Management
Accountants (UK), a Chartered Global Management
Accountant, and an associate member of the Chartered
Institute of Company Secretaries.

Board sub-committee
ARC
SEC

Audit and Risk Committee

HCRC	
Human Capital and Remuneration
Committee
IC	
Investment Committee (ad hoc committee)

CHRISTI MAHERRY (51)
Executive director
BCom (Strategic Business Management), MAP, Stanford
Executive Leadership Programme for Female Leaders
Appointed to Board: 20 June 2018
Resigned with effect from 31 August 2020
Christi is the co-founder and CEO of LAWTrust Information
Security Solutions. Christi worked in state security and
intelligence for nearly a decade before joining the private
sector, gaining valuable experience that she applies in the
digital era of cyber threats, crime and warfare. Christi is
passionate about female empowerment and youth
education and is a board member of Junior Achievement
Africa. She has been the winner of the EY World
Entrepreneur Awards for Southern Africa in the emerging
category (2017) and country winner in the ICT sector of
CEO’s Global Most influential Women in Business and
Government 2019 Awards.

NC

Nomination Committee

SEC

Social and Ethics Committee

The Board operates in line with the
principles of a clear balance of power
and authority. Its role, responsibilities,
composition and meeting activities are
governed by the Etion Board Charter.
The Board is a unitary board with the necessary
skills and experience relevant to the Company’s
business operations. The responsibilities of the
Chairperson and GCEO are clearly defined and
separate, as outlined in the Board Charter.

57%

| Non-executive representation

43%

| Female representation (Target: 50%)

43%

| Black representation
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Our Board of Directors continued

KEY BOARD ACTIVITIES AND FOCUS AREAS
Protecting value in FY2020
―― Interrogated Etion’s budget for FY2021, including the divisional budgets for Etion Create, Etion Digitise, Etion
Connect and Etion Secure
―― The Chairperson, with guidance from the HCRC, performed an experience and independence assessment of
Board members and reviewed the appropriateness of the Board’s composition
―― Reviewed and analysed performance reports presented by the executive directors
―― Oversaw working capital management at Etion Connect to ensure inventory days are aligned with budgeted
performance
―― Analysed the operating structure of Etion Digitise 41 and Etion Connect 43 under various scenarios to optimise
returns from the business units
―― Regularly assessed the Group risk register
―― Appointed the internal Group Company Secretary and legal advisor, and Public Officer
―― Engaged with Nedbank on credit assessment review to renegotiate covenant term and supporting security
conditions
―― Consistently monitored strategy implementation
―― Recognising the need to appoint an additional independent non-executive director, agreed that the NC would
circulate a skills analysis for consideration and possible recommendations
―― Reviewed and approved updated Board charter and workplan for FY2021
―― Continually monitored solvency and liquidity ratios, including going concern assessment for the Group
―― Approved the following policies and/or their amendment:
₀₀ Selection and (re)appointment of Directors’ Policy
₀₀ Whistleblowing Policy
₀₀ Group Gender Statement: “Etion supports the principles and objectives of gender diversity at Board level.
A truly diverse Board will include and make effective use of differences in the skills, industry expertise,
background, race, gender and other distinctions between members of the Board.”
―― Considered the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on the Group

Protecting value in FY2021 – key focus areas
―― The Board will focus on the completion of internal self-assessment evaluations and follow-up actions from the
results of these evaluations
―― The Board will focus on information technology (IT) governance and controls as reported through the
Chairperson of the ARC
―― Progress of the implementation of the whistleblowing programme will be monitored
―― Commercial contracting and ongoing contract management will be monitored, and appropriate risk
assessments conducted on long-term contracts
―― The King IV™ Group Governance Practice note will be implemented to strengthen governance across the Group
―― The Board will provide oversight and leadership in the repositioning of the Group as an investment holdings
company that will invest in, nurture and grow a portfolio of technology-based companies
―― The Group Risk Governance Framework will be reviewed and adjusted according to new strategic direction of the
Group
―― Continuous monitoring of milestones developed within the Etion Connect turnaround strategy
―― Implementation of project plan to achieve compliance with JSE regulation 3.84 (k)
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BOARD TENURE

INDEPENDENT ADVICE

All non-executive directors were provided with a letter
of appointment for an indefinite period. The rotation
of non-executive directors is fully governed by the
Memorandum of Incorporation (MOI), which requires
one third of non-executive directors to retire from office
at each Annual General Meeting (AGM). The retiring
directors at each AGM are those who have been longest
in office since their last election or appointment.
Coen Bester and Snowy Khoza retired by rotation at
the previous AGM and were re-elected when offering
themselves for re-election.

Board members are entitled to seek independent
advice, if required, and at the Company’s cost, during
the execution of their fiduciary duties and
responsibilities. Members have direct access at all times
to the Group’s external auditors, the Company Secretary,
and all members of executive management.

INDEPENDENCE
The NC oversees the process for assessing directors’
independence and provides a recommendation to the
Board for approval. Independence is determined
against the criteria and recommendations set out in
King IV and the Companies Act. The Board was satisfied
that all non-executive directors demonstrated the
required independence in executing their duties.

DIRECTOR DECLARATION OF
INTEREST

NOMINATIONS TO THE BOARD
Directors are appointed through a formal process
governed by the Selection and Nomination Policy. The
nomination process and shortlisting of candidates for
interviews is delegated to the NC. Where necessary, a
human resources placement agency supports the
committee in identifying a broad pool of potential
candidates.
In addition to candidates’ skills, experience, availability
and likely fit, the NC considers demonstrated integrity
and proven leadership, as well as other directorships
and commitments, to ensure that candidates have
sufficient time to discharge their role properly.

MEETING ATTENDANCE

The Group complies with the provisions of the
Companies Act regarding directors’ interests, of which
the Company Secretary maintains a register. The Board
is aware of its directors’ other commitments and is
satisfied that all directors allocate sufficient time to
discharging their responsibilities effectively.

Active participation in and attendance at Board
meetings is vital for an effective governance structure.
This is reflected in the 96% attendance by directors for
Board and committee meetings.

Board

ARC

HCRC

IC⁴

NC

SEC

T Daka – GCEO1

4/4

2/3

3/3

N/A

2/2

1/1

E de Kock – GCFO²

4/4

3/3

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

C Maherry

4/4

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1/1

4/4

3/3

N/A

X/X

3/3

1/1*

Dr S Khoza

4/4*

3/3

3/3

N/A

3/3*

1/1

M Janse van Rensburg³

4/4

3/3*

2/3

N/A

3/3

N/A

C Bester

4/4

3/3

3/3*

N/A*

3/3

N/A

Directors

Executive directors

Non-executive directors
R Willis

Independent non-executive
directors

*

Chairperson

¹

Permanent invitee of ARC, HCRC, NC and SEC

²

Permanent invitee of ARC

³

Appointed to HCRC on 16 October 2019 and to the SEC on 12 November 2019

⁴

No meetings during FY2020 because no business acquisitions were made
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Our Board of Directors continued

RISK MANAGEMENT
The Board recognises that risk management is an
integral part of sound corporate governance. The Group
applies an integrated approach to risk management,
which is aligned to best practice frameworks. This
approach is defined in the Etion Enterprise Risk
Management Policy, which articulates and gives effect
to the Group’s approach and direction on enterprise risk
management (ERM). Risk management is applied by
the Board, management, and employees in setting and
achieving the Group’s strategic objectives in accordance
with the Etion ERM Framework.
The responsibility for designing, implementing and
monitoring the risk management plan is delegated to
management. This is done through the Management
Risk and Control Committee. The ARC supports the
Board in risk management oversight.
During the year, a Tax Risk Framework was formulated
to focus on specific tax risks that could arise.
The Board is satisfied that the risk process is effective in
continuously identifying and evaluating risks and
ensuring these risks are managed in line with business
strategy. The material risks 18 are agreed by the Board
as those issues that can materially impact the creation of
stakeholder value in the short, medium and long term.

BOARD AND COMMITTEE
EVALUATION
An externally facilitated evaluation was conducted with
assistance of the Company Secretary. The evaluation
was specifically designed to assess the Board and its
committees against the requirements of the
Companies Act, King IV Code and the Board’s Charter.
The questionnaire was made available to each Board
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member individually. An email invitation was sent out
to individuals requesting completion of an online
questionnaire. All responses were anonymous and
confidential. A 100% response rate was achieved, and
improvement areas were as follows:
―― Stronger Group strategy communications were
required
―― Improve focus on employment equity
―― Improve Board independence
―― Increase directors’ training and development
―― Improve procedures around access and
appointment to/of subject matter experts
The committee appraisal results are positive with
almost no negative responses. Results indicate that
committees need to re-evaluate their governance
protocols as to reach optimal performance results.
The executives scored satisfactory and above on
strategic and operational performance indicators.
Due to the complexities of external economic factors
impacting the Group, most executives did not achieve
satisfactory performance against financial metrics
within the performance framework.

DELEGATION
The Board delegates certain functions to Board and
management committees to assist the Board in
properly discharging its duties and monitoring the
performance and affairs of the Group. These functions
include, among others, risk, technology and
information, compliance, remuneration and assurance
governance.
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Our Board committees
Board committees and their memberships are constituted to allow for dedicated
and focused deliberations on strategy, the business model and material issues.
The deliberations of the committees are supported by the relevant skills,
expertise and diversity of the committee membership.
Each Board committee acts within agreed and Board-approved terms of reference that are reviewed and updated
annually. The Chairperson of each committee reports back to the Board on the deliberations of committee meetings.
Committee Chairpersons are required to attend AGMs to answer questions raised by shareholders. The respective
committee terms of reference allow for invitees, among them the GCEO, GCFO and other executive members, to
attend meetings as each committee deems fit.

All committees reviewed their responsibilities as set out in their terms of reference
and mandates and are satisfied they have fulfilled them during the year.
AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE (ARC)
Mandate

Key activities
for FY2020

In addition to its Companies Act statutory duties,
the ARC provides oversight of the effectiveness of
internal financial controls and systems of internal
controls. This assists the Board in monitoring the
integrity of the Group’s Annual Financial
Statements and related external reports. The
committee oversees the Group’s external assurance
functions and services that contribute to ensuring
the integrity of the Group’s financial and integrated
reporting. The ARC has oversight of the Group’s
effective risk management, reviews the expertise,
resources and experience of the finance function
and evaluates the suitability of the expertise and
experience of the GCFO. The GCEO, GCFO,
Designated Advisor and external auditor attend
committee meetings by invitation.

Members as at 31 March 2020
Martie Janse van Rensburg
(Chairperson)
Snowy Khoza
Coen Bester
Richard Willis
Van Zyl Swanepoel
(Designated Advisor – invitee)

The committee:
―― Reviewed the appropriateness of its terms of reference.
―― Approved its annual workplan.
―― Satisfied itself that the Group has appropriate financial reporting procedures in place and
those procedures are operating effectively.
―― Considered the latest recommendations in the Report on the Proactive Monitoring of
Financial Statements for Compliance with IFRS issued by the JSE.
―― Interrogated the going concern assessment and found it to be satisfactory.
―― Assessed and was satisfied with the appropriateness of the resources of the Group’s finance
function and the experience of the senior members of management responsible for the
finance function. The committee assessed the appropriateness and experience of the GCFO
and was satisfied with his expertise.
―― Evaluated the impacts of financial adjustments to the Nedbank loan covenants and satisfied
itself with the co-operation between management and the bank to rectify breached
covenants.
―― Assessed executive management’s proposal on the restructure of Etion Digitise under
various scenarios and the associated Transfer Policy, should Etion Digitise’s capability be
combined with Etion Create.
―― Evaluated the Group’s foreign currency risk exposure and the appropriateness of a Foreign
Exchange Risk Policy.
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Our Board committees continued

Key activities
for FY2020

―― Interrogated the Group’s FY2021 budget, including the budgets for Etion Create, Etion
Digitise, Etion Connect and Etion Secure.
―― Reviewed and considered the Group risk register for completeness.
―― Noted the latest changes in IFRS and JSE Listings Requirements.
―― Reviewed and approved Etion Limited’s ability to recover its deferred tax asset and included
the relevant disclosure supporting this judgement in the Etion Group’s Annual Financial
Statements for the year ended 31 March 2020.
―― Matters related to external audit assessed by the ARC included:
₀₀ Requisite assurance provided by the external auditor to support and demonstrate its
claim to independence.
₀₀ Review and approval of the external audit plan, including the proposed scope, fee and
nature and scope of non-audit services. All non-audit-related services are governed by an
appropriate approval framework. No non-audit-related services were provided during the
year by the external auditors.
₀₀ Quality of the external audit for the year. The Committee considered the tenure of PwC,
the audit lead partner, and the potential impact of independence and was satisfied with
the quality and independence.
₀₀ Recommendation to the Board for approval at the AGM of the re-appointment of PwC as
external auditors for FY2021.

Future focus
areas

―― Manage the sustainability risk to the Group created by the COVID-19 pandemic.
―― Monitor liquidity and solvency adequacy on an ongoing basis.
―― Ensure risk management processes remain appropriate and responsive to changes in the
Group.
―― Monitor the progress in financial reporting process enhancements.
―― Finalise and monitor the implementation of Group IT Governance reporting.
―― Continuous monitoring of milestones developed within the Etion Connect turnaround
strategy.
―― Implementation of project plan to achieve compliance with JSE regulation 3.84 (k).
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HUMAN CAPITAL AND REMUNERATION COMMITTEE (HCRC)
Mandate

The objective of the HCRC is to assist the Board in
discharging its responsibilities relating to sourcing,
protection, development and retention of human
capital for the Company and to recommend the
compensation and benefits of the executive officers
and directors of the Company.

Members as at 31 March 2020
Coen Bester (Chairperson)
Snowy Khoza
Martie Janse van Rensburg
Teddy Daka (permanent invitee)

Key activities
for FY2020

The committee:
―― Reviewed the appropriateness of its terms of reference.
―― Approved its annual workplan.
―― Reviewed and approved proposed adjustments to the remuneration of managing directors/
chief executives and other employees.
―― Noted the performance goals and future requirements for the GCEO.
―― Reviewed the performance of GCEO.
―― Reviewed GCEO’s performance contract, including his financial and strategic key
performance indicators.
―― Noted business unit executive succession risk and agreed the succession plan for the position
of GCEO.
―― Considered and agreed with the GCEO and submitted for Board approval the process for
finalising the nominations criteria for award of the long-term incentive plan (LTIP).
―― Considered benchmarking of non-executive directors’ remuneration. The exercise proposed
that the non-executive director fees be adjusted in line with the general adjustment
approved for executives and be approved by shareholders.
―― Considered the human resources overview report.

Future focus
areas

―― In the process of aligning the Group Human Resources Policy and Remuneration Policy to the
new group strategic direction.
―― Continued monitoring and assessment of business unit executive succession risk.
―― Compilation of an Engagement Report for the committee to analyse internal and external
engagement levels with employees.
―― Performance evaluation of HCRC committee members.
―― Review and approval of the Group Gender Statement and Group Gender Policy.
―― Alignment of policies and procedures as new corporate strategy develops.
―― Implementation of the long-term share incentive scheme approved by the shareholders
and the Board.
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Our Board committees continued

NOMINATION COMMITTEE (NC)
Mandate

The NC assists the Board with the nomination,
election and appointment of directors and ensures
a transparent and accountable process to
determine an optimally diverse Board and
committees. The committee is responsible for
developing a formal induction programme for new
directors and for the implementation of continuing
professional development programmes.

Members as at 31 March 2020
Snowy Khoza (Chairperson)
Martie Janse van Rensburg
Coen Bester
Richard Willis
Teddy Daka (permanent invitee)

Key activities
for FY2020

The committee:
―― Assessed the appropriateness of the composition of the Board and its committees against
the MOI, King IV, the JSE listing requirements and Companies Act requirements. Following
the review, the committee recommended to the Board for approval:
₀₀ Retention of Dr Snowy Khoza, the Board Chairperson, as a member of ARC.
₀₀ Appointment of Martie Janse van Rensburg as a member of the HCRC.
₀₀ Appointment of Richard Willis and Martie Janse van Rensburg as members of the NC.
₀₀ Appointment of Richard Willis as Chairperson of the SEC and retention of
Dr Snowy Khoza as a member of SEC.
―― Reviewed the appropriateness of the committee’s terms of reference.
―― Approved the committee’s annual workplan.
―― Considered the ongoing training of directors. Given the challenging operating environment and
performance in FY2020, the Group postponed directors’ training but agreed that directors’ skills
would continue to be determined in order to understand future training needs.
―― Ensured formal succession plans for the Board, GCEO and senior management positions are
in place.
―― Reviewed the Nomination and Selection Policy to ensure directors are appointed through a
formal process.

Future focus
areas

―― Recruit an independent non-executive director, as recommended by HCRC.
―― Encourage and monitor directors’ participation in site visits as part of the continual focus to
enhance Board participation and advance skills and experience.
―― Liaise with the ARC to establish a formal shareholder engagement plan to ensure all
shareholders receive the same communications and messaging from the Group.
―― Review, finalise and recommend the Race and Gender Diversity Policy for Board approval. The
policy currently targets 50% female representation.
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SOCIAL AND ETHICS COMMITTEE (SEC)
Mandate

Key activities
for FY2020

The SEC ensures the Group’s activities support its intent to
be a responsible corporate citizen. The committee assists
the Board in setting the tone for an ethical organisational
culture by overseeing the Group’s approach and conduct
with due regard to value creation in society. To achieve this,
the committee addresses statutory requirements and
assesses the trends in industry to identify areas of focus
that further embed good governance.

Members as at 31 March 2020
Richard Willis (Chairperson)
Snowy Khoza
Christi Maherry
Martie Janse van Rensburg

The committee:
―― Reviewed the appropriateness of its terms of reference.
―― Approved its annual workplan.
―― Reviewed the BBBEE strategy and progress against a targeted Level 1 rating.
―― Monitored status and progress regarding:
₀₀ Group activities relevant to legislation.
₀₀ Good corporate citizenship.
₀₀ The environment, health and public safety, including the impact of the Group’s
activities, products or services.
₀₀ Consumer relationships, including the company’s advertising, public relations and
compliance with consumer protection laws.
₀₀ Labour and employment.
―― Reviewed and approved the Group’s Whistleblowing Policy, including consideration of
monthly whistleblowing reports.
―― Together with the ARC, considered the results of the Protection of Personal Information Act
(POPIA) impact assessment on the Group. Updated the POPIA Policy accordingly.
―― Reviewed the Etion Ethics Policy.
―― Reviewed progress against the Etion sustainability scorecard. 49
―― Ensured completion of key management declarations as they pertain to anti-bribery,
corruption and business integrity. No form of any bribery and corruption will be acceptable
under any circumstances in any business dealings within the Etion Group, in line with the
spirit of the Prevention and Combating of Corrupt Activities Act 12 of 2004 (“PRECCAA”).

Future focus
areas

―― Requested development by executive management of a group-wide Health and Safety
Policy, Quality Policy and Environmental Policy.
―― Focus on enhancements to the above policy as it responds to COVID-19 impacts.
―― Monitor and oversee policy integration across Etion Create, Etion Digitise, Etion Connect and
Etion Secure.
―― Finalise updates to the Travel and Repatriation Policy.
―― Consider policies on security and politically exposed persons.
―― In relation to stakeholder engagement the following focus areas exist:
₀₀ Conducting customer satisfaction surveys
₀₀ Establishing a customer service desk
₀₀ Improved recognition to high-performing employees
₀₀ Continuing to improve communication channels with employees
₀₀ Conducting supplier audits and questionnaires
₀₀ Conducting regular assessments of product delivery and on-time delivery
₀₀ Ongoing communication to clarify strategy and operating model
₀₀ Improving relationship building
₀₀ Increasing key account management engagement
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Our Board committees continued

INVESTMENT COMMITTEE (IC)
Mandate

The objective of the Committee is to assist the
Board in discharging its responsibilities relating to
invest in, or acquire suitable companies to add to its
portfolio of investments, or merge certain interest,
as well as the disposal of investments when the
board decides to exit from such interests.

Members as at 31 March 2020
Coen Bester (Chairperson)
Teddy Daka (standing invitee)
Elvin de Kock (standing invitee)

Key activities
for FY2020

No meetings were held during FY2020 as no business acquisitions were undertaken.

Future focus
areas

―― Develop acquisition strategies and criteria as the investment holding company strategy
develops.
―― Develop an investment charter aligned to strategy.
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Our executive management
Our executive management team consists of the executive directors, 65 and the management team members
listed below:

PETRUS PELSER (53)

SAMMY MAFU (45)

Managing Director: Etion Create and Etion Digitise

Acting Managing Director: Etion Connect

NDip (Electronic Engineering), BSc (Electronic Engineering)
Cum Laude, BSc (Hons) (Electronic Engineering)

BA, Post-graduate Management (UCT), MBA (Hull UK),
Chartered Marketer (MASA, Wits)

Petrus has been MD of Etion Create, the original design
manufacturing arm of Etion, since 2001 and has served as
an Etion Group Executive since 2015. He co-founded Parsec
in 1997, prior to its acquisition by Etion. Petrus has over
20 years’ experience in the electronic design, development
and manufacturing arena. He moved into technical
marketing and negotiated and closed numerous local and
international contracts. He enjoys working with technical
teams and building lasting relationships with clients and
other stakeholders.

Sammy is the Chief Sales Officer and Acting MD at Etion
Connect, having joined the Group at the start of 2019. He
previously worked at FibreCo Telecommunications where
he diversified the revenue base into strategic public sector
accounts and oversaw growth of the anchor private
customer base. Previously, Sammy worked at Broadband
Infraco for seven years as Chief Marketing and Sales Officer,
transforming the state-owned company into a sustainable
telecommunications operator attracting major clients such
as Google, Paratus, Seacom and Bofinet in SADC. As a
Chartered Marketer, Sammy works closely with Etion
Connect’s sales team, providing team advisory support
for executive engagement and business development
leadership.

MAESON MAHERRY (46)
Chief Solutions Director: Etion Secure
B. Eng (Electronics)
As co-founder of LAWTrust, which was acquired by Etion
2018, Maeson has donned several hats: first as the business
development director and then as the solutions director
and CIO. Maeson made his foray into the emerging field
of internet security in 1997, when he became a specialist in
public key encryption and digital signatures. A technology
expert with 20 years-experience in cyber security, Maeson
has been part of the industry from the pioneering days of
Public Key Infrastructure, right through to the global, legal
recognition of standardised digital signatures. He has
consulted in this field for all the major banks in South
Africa, Germany and the Middle East, and has been
involved in the design and implementation of a number
of trust centres and PKI projects. He firmly believes in
standards, legal principles and pragmatism in designing
electronic signature solutions that change the way we
do business for the better.
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Other governance matters
INFORMATION AND TECHNOLOGY
GOVERNANCE
The ARC provides oversight over the IT systems and
related controls within Etion’s operating environment.
The ARC approved the Group-wide IT Policy during
FY2020.
During the year management started an exploratory
group technology review with the aim to investigate
opportunities for sharing of technology systems and
capabilities across the group. Ultimately a group
technology framework will result in cost savings,
operational efficiencies and increased governance
controls as it considers typical technology governance
risks such as:
―― Disparate systems as barrier to integration
―― Potential errors caused by manual processes and
or interventions
―― High spreadsheet dependencies
―― Key-man dependencies
―― Reactionary controls as opposed to proacting
controls
―― Key value activities with inadequate technology
support
The technology review considered alignment with
group strategy and assessed current technologies used
in functional areas of:
―― Finance
―― Payroll
―― Sales and services management
―― Project management
―― Manufacturing and quality control
―― Production
Internal stakeholder engagement included the
consideration of expert advice, 13 workshops held, and
eight key internal stakeholders interviewed. Focus for
the coming financial period will be to include findings
into an appropriate group governance framework which
includes focus on information and technology
governance.

DEALINGS IN SECURITIES
The Dealing in Securities Policy prohibits directors and
senior employees from trading in securities during
closed periods, or self-imposed embargo periods.
Embargo and closed periods are in effect from
1 October until the publication of the interim results, and
1 April until the publication of year-end results. Closed
periods include any period where the Group is trading
under a cautionary announcement.
Compliance with policies is monitored on an ongoing
basis and any breaches are dealt with according to the
provisions of the policy and the JSE Listings
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Requirements. All directors are required to obtain
clearance from the Board Chairperson to trade in
securities. The Chairperson is required to obtain
clearance from the ARC Chairperson.
During the reporting period, the Group complied with
the Listings Requirements and disclosure requirements
of the JSE.

COMPANY SECRETARY
Fusion Corporate Secretarial Services (Pty) Limited was the
appointed Company Secretary until their term of office
ended on 31 October 2019. Wyna Modisapodi
was appointed Company Secretary with effect from
1 November 2019. The primary role of the Company
Secretary is to ensure the Board is cognisant and aware of
its fiduciary duties and responsibilities. The Company
Secretary plays a key role in keeping the Board aware of
relevant changes in legislation and governance best
practice. Other key performance areas of the Company
Secretary include overseeing the induction of new directors
and the ongoing education of directors and acting as
secretary to the Board committees. The Board has
unfettered access to the services of the Company Secretary.
The Board evaluates the competency and effectiveness
of the Company Secretary, as required in terms of the
JSE Listings Requirements. The evaluation process
includes an assessment of the Company Secretary’s
eligibility, skills, knowledge and execution of duties.
The Board confirms that the Company Secretary:
―― Maintained an arm’s length relationship with the
Board and the directors, noting that the Company
Secretary is not a director of the Company and is not
related to any of the directors
―― Is independent from management and does not
have executive duties and responsibilities, aside
from the core responsibilities of a company secretary
―― Is not a shareholder of Etion and is not party to any
major contractual relationship with Etion
The certificate that the Company is required to issue in
terms of section 88(2)(e) of the Companies Act is on
page 5 of the Annual Financial Statements.

ANNUAL COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATE
The annual compliance certificate confirming the
Company’s compliance with the JSE Listings
Requirements was completed and submitted to the
JSE on 24 August 2020.

SPONSOR
Etion understands the role and responsibilities of the
sponsor as stipulated in the JSE Listings Requirements
and has cultivated a good working relationship with its
sponsor, Exchange Sponsors (2008) (Pty) Ltd. The
Company is satisfied that the sponsor has executed its
mandate with due care and diligence during the year
under review.
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Our Remuneration Report
To achieve our vision, we are inculcating a performance-driven culture across
our business units. Our remuneration philosophy is based on the belief that our
employees enable the Group to grow sustainably. We value our employees by
maintaining fair, responsible and balanced remuneration practices and offer
remuneration that is competitive, flexible and aligned to shareholder objectives.
The HCRC provides governance oversight over
remuneration-related matters. 71 The full
remuneration policy can be found on
https://www.etion.co.za/investor-relations-new.

BACKGROUND STATEMENT
The fundamental principles to remuneration will be
adapted in future in line with Etion’s proposed change
in strategic direction as an investment holding
company. The current remuneration philosophy is
expressed below.

Employee remuneration
Executive directors and prescribed officers receive
remuneration appropriate to their scope of
responsibility and contribution to operating and
financial performance, considering industry norms,
external market and country benchmarks.
The remuneration of executive directors and prescribed
officers consists of fixed and variable components that
are designed to ensure a substantial portion of the
remuneration package is linked to the achievement of
the Group’s strategic objectives, thereby aligning
incentives awarded to the creation of sustainable
shareholder value.
HCRC approval is required for the award of all incentives
listed above for the GCFO and other executives. The
Board approves the GCEO’s incentive, including any
deviation.

Non-executive directors’ remuneration
Etion compensates and remunerates non-executive
directors in a manner that enables it to attract and
retain high-calibre, professional directors. Nonexecutive directors’ remuneration is based on their
scope of responsibility and contribution to the Group’s
operating and financial performance and considers
industry norms and external markets and benchmarks.
The HCRC reviews the non-executive directors’ fees and
makes recommendations to the Board for consideration
and approval. Fees are annually considered and
approved by shareholders at the AGM.
The HCRC relied on a salary benchmark and survey
from the PwC report titled Non-Executive Directors –
practices and fees trend report, 12th edition, dated
January 2019, to determine whether the non-executive
directors’ fees presented to shareholders for approval
were in line with market trends to retain the necessary
skills and expertise required. PwC is an independent
third party.

OUR REMUNERATION POLICY
In the event where the Etion remuneration policy and
implementation report does not receive the required
non-binding advisory shareholders’ vote of 75% or
above, the following actions will take place:
―― The Remuneration Committee will have oversight
over corrective actions

The salary increase cycle for the Etion Group is in line
with the financial year, i.e., 1 April to 31 March.

―― Shareholders shall be engaged to identify the key
concerns with current practices

The current Deloitte National Remuneration Guide/
Salary Benchmarking Survey (September 2019) was
used to determine the position of Etion Group’s salaries
against the market average values. The independent
survey covers a wide range of economic sectors.
However, it does not cater for the Information Security
sector. Etion will investigate and find more relevant
sources of information for future salary benchmarking.

―― An executive management working committee will
collaborate with shareholders to update the
remuneration policy and/or implementation report
―― After the necessary liaison with the HCRC, the
REMCO will submit the updated policy and or
implementation report to the Board for approval
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Our Remuneration Report continued

Components of remuneration
Employees
The Group strives to reward corporate and individual performance, including executive directors and prescribed
officers, through an appropriate balance of fixed pay and short-term variable pay components.
EDPO – Executive directors and prescribed officers

EMP – Other employees

Component

Basis

EDPO

Fixed pay

The Group pays a fixed (or base) salary informed by reputable
benchmarks. It is acknowledged that fixed salaries reflect
individuals’ competencies and responsibilities and they are
therefore reviewed annually with individual performancedifferentiated salary adjustments. Increases are market-related,
based on inflation adjustments, employee performance and
budgetary guidelines. Outliers below or above market are treated
on a case-by-case basis.

Other benefits

Some of these benefits may vary between the different business
units within the Group. Benefits include:
―― Annual leave
―― Retirement fund and risk benefits
―― Medical aid
―― Educational assistance
―― Flexible working hours
―― Various allowances, where applicable

Short-term
variable pay (STI)

The purpose of the short-term variable pay, or performance bonus,
is to ensure alignment of individual objectives with those of Etion
and the business units or with functional performance in terms of,
including but not limited to, financial targets, employment equity
and safety performance. The short-term variable pay is expressly
aimed at rewarding performance against targets set at Group,
business unit and individual levels, including targets for strategic
projects and compliance issues, where relevant.
Variable compensation comprises an annual performance
incentive linked to performance of the Group and the individual
for the financial year. Etion managers are measured on businessspecific value drivers aligned to strategic and/or operational
priorities.
All bonuses for executive directors and prescribed officers are
capped at the following percentages of the guaranteed package:
Role

Maximum
percentage

Group Chief Executive Officer

50%

Group Chief Financial Officer

30%

Other executive managers (prescribed officers)

30%
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Component

Basis

Long-term
incentives (LTIs)

In order to achieve our future goals, it is important that key
employees are incentivised to remain in the employment of the
Group.

EDPO

EMP

After due consideration, the Board has recommended a sharebased LTI for Etion, which was approved at the 2018 AGM on
27 September 2018.
The primary purposes of the scheme are to:
―― Retain key employees
―― Reward participants for delivering against pre-established
performance criteria
―― Align participants to shareholders through exposure to the
share price
―― Attract high-performing talent
―― Attract key black talent
The scheme was intended for implementation during FY2020 but
has not been implemented, pending the Group’s finalisation of
the participation criteria under the scheme.
Salient features of the scheme include:
―― Participants will be recommended by the executives, approved
by the HCRC, and ratified by the Board, annually. It is envisaged
that the initial participants will be the Group GCEO, Group
executives and business unit executives. Additional
participants with specific critical skills will also be included.
―― Share options will be awarded to the selected participants
annually.
―― The number of share options will be aligned to the
remuneration strategy.
―― The share options will vest equally three years from granting.
―― The participants will have a further 12 months to exercise their
rights.
―― The strike price of the share options will be determined by the
Board and based on a 30-day, volume-weighted average price.
―― The benefit to the participant at vesting is the increase in share
price between strike price and the price at vesting subject to
vesting performance criteria being met.
―― The benefit will be equity settled by the Company by either
issuing shares or buying shares in the open market.
―― The number of options awarded to participants will be guided
by the Group’s remuneration strategy, affordability and
national benchmark data.
―― In principle, vesting criteria will be based on the financial year
performance and are long-term in nature. Options will vest
subject to the minimum target being met for all measures.

Termination
benefits

Executive directors and prescribed officers are not employed on
fixed-term contracts but have standard employment contracts
with notice periods of up to three months. No termination benefits
are payable.
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Our Remuneration Report continued

Non-executive directors
Non-executive directors receive monthly remuneration as opposed to a fee per meeting. This recognises the
responsibility of directors for the efficient control of the Company and creates the expectation that the non-executive
directors will attend every Board or committee meeting.
A premium is payable to the Chairperson of the Board, as well as to the Chairperson of each committee. Nonexecutive directors are not entitled to receive short- or long-term incentives. Board members are compensated
for expenses incurred in pursuance of Etion’s business.
In light of the current economic circumstances the Board has resolved that the freeze of annual inflationary increases
to non-executive fees as implemented in 2018 will continue for 2020 and 2021.
Fees for FY2020 and FY2021 as proposed are:
Proposed fees from date
of AGM

Current
fees
Type of fee

Monthly

Annual

Monthly

Annual

% increase

34 728

416 623

34 728

416 623

0

15 155

181 861

15 155

181 861

4 387

52 647

4 387

52 647

3 191

38 290

3 191

38 290

Chairperson

2 393

28 714

2 393

28 714

Members

1 595

19 138

1 595

19 138

Chairperson

2 393

28 714

2 393

28 714

Members

1 595

19 138

1 595

19 138

4 387

52 647

4 387

52 647

3 191

38 290

3 191

38 290

1 595

–

1 595

–

–

19 138

–

19 138

Etion Board
Chairperson
Non-executive directors

Audit and Risk Committee
Chairperson
Members

0

Human Capital and
Remuneration Committee
0

Social and Ethics Committee
0

Investment Committee
Chairperson
Members

0

Nomination Committee
Chairperson
Members
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OUR REMUNERATION IMPLEMENTATION REPORT
There were no deviations in implementation of the remuneration policy.
Guaranteed pay adjustments
Taking into consideration the prevailing market conditions, affordability and shareholders’ expectations, an average
increase of 5.5% to employees’ guaranteed remuneration packages was made during the financial year. Executive
management across the Group received an average 5.5% increase.

Single total figure remuneration received and receivable at fair value (R’000) FY2020

Directors

Retirement
Medical aid contribution

Other
(leave pay/
STI commission)

Fees

Basic salary

Total

T Daka – GCEO

–

2 465

146

79

–

–

2 690

E de Kock – GCFO

–

1 888

–

330

–

–

2 218

C Maherry

–

2 245

–

168

101

–

2 514

PC Pelser* 1

–

1 498

158

207

–

–

1 863

K Seripe* 2

–

1 249

101

117

–

190

1 657

T Hector3

–

1 687

–

147

–

–

1 834

–

1 592

–

136

–

–

1 728

–

787

–

67

–

–

855

–

1 885

–

141

92

727

2 845

233

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

233

Dr S Khoza –
Chairperson

422

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

422

M Janse van
Rensburg

265

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

265

C Bester

293

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

293

66

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

66

Executive
directors

Prescribed
officers

S Mafu

4

W Modisapodi

5

M Maherry*

Non-executive
directors
R Willis

Independent
non-executive
directors

N Mjoli-Ncube

*
1

Paid by subsidiaries
Managing Director Etion Create and Etion Digitise

2

Resigned effective 1 December 2019. No termination benefits were paid, over and above their normal notice pay and accrued leave
days, after a mutual separation agreement was concluded

3

Resigned effective 1 February 2020. No termination benefits were paid, over and above their normal notice pay and accrued leave days,
after a mutual separation agreement was concluded

4

Acting Managing Director: Etion Connect as from 1 November 2019

5

Appointed 1 August 2019
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Our Remuneration Report continued

Single total figure remuneration received and receivable at fair value (R’000) FY2019
Fees

Basic
salary

T Daka – GCEO

–

2 491

136

E de Kock – GCFO

–

1 888

C Maherry*

–

AR van der Watt

Directors

Medical Retirement
aid contribution

STI

Total

110

–

2 737

–

358

–

2 246

2 245

–

168

–

2 413

–

299

38

93

–

430

PC Pelser*

–

1 383

129

352

–

1 864

K Seripe*

–

R Fullard*

–

1 209

–

108

–

1 317

EAF Bielich*

–

894

55

168

–

1 117

DT van Loggerenberg*

–

943

90

284

–

1 317

F de Wet*

–

1 163

41

108

–

1 312

BC Lamprecht*

–

1 292

88

156

–

1 536

ML Kamoetie*

–

268

–

63

–

331

MM Massyn-Loubser*

–

1 017

–

38

–

1 055

M Maherry*

–

1 514

–

168

–

1 552

76

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

76

238

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

238

98

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

98

308

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

308

Executive directors

Prescribed officers
–

Non-executive directors
R Willis

Independent
non-executive directors
Dr S Khoza – Chairperson
M Janse van Rensburg
C Bester
*

Paid by subsidiaries
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Additional information
ETION LIMITED
(Previously known as Ansys Limited)
(Incorporated in the Republic of South Africa)
Registration number: 1987/115237/06
JSE share code: ETO
ISIN: ZAE000257739
(“ETION” or “the Company”)

REGISTERED OFFICE

TRANSFER SECRETARIES

85 Regency Drive
Route 21 Corporate Park
Irene
0157

Computershare Investor Services (Pty) Limited
Registration number 2004/003647/07
Rosebank Towers
15 Biermann Avenue
Rosebank
2196

POSTAL ADDRESS
PO Box 95361
Waterkloof
Pretoria
0145
Tel: +27 12 749 1800
Email: IR@Etion.co.za
Website:
www.Etion.co.za

COMPANY SECRETARY
W Modisapodi
Telephone: +27 12 749 1810
Email: wyna.modisapodi@etion.co.za

PO Box 61051
Marshalltown
2107

DESIGNATED SPONSOR
Exchange Sponsors (2008) (Pty) Ltd Registration number
44A Boundary Road
Illovo
Sandton
2196
Tel: +27 11 880 2113

FEEDBACK
Etion is committed to the principles of integrated reporting. Our thinking and our approach to long-term value
creation are aligned to these principles which allow us to tell a clear and comprehensive story about how we deliver
on our purpose to produce human-centric digital technology solutions that advance the living and working
environments of humanity. We welcome all feedback, which can be sent to our Investor Relations team via email
to IR@etion.co.za
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Abbreviations and acronyms
BBBEE

Broad-based black economic empowerment

BLACK

African, Indian and Coloured

BU

Business unit

CSI

Corporate social investment

EBITDA

Earnings before interest, taxation, depreciation and amortisation

EME

Exempted Micro Enterprise

IR

Integrated Report

IP

Intellectual property

IFRS

International Financial Reporting Standards

IOT

Internet of Things

MVP

Minimum viable product

ODM

Original design and manufacture

P&OD

People and Organisational Development

QSE

Qualifying Small Enterprise

VAR

Value-added reseller

DAS

A network of spatially separated antenna nodes connected to a common source via a transport
medium that provides wireless service within a geographic area or structure. Provides coverage
over the same area as a single antenna but uses less power and is more reliable

FTTX

Broadband network architecture using optical fibre to provide all or part of the
telecommunications networks that deliver services to customers

COVID-19

Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) is an infectious disease causing respiratory illness (like the flu) with
symptoms such as a cough, fever, and in more severe cases, difficulty breathing

SOE

State-owned enterprises
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Legal structure

100%

100%
Etion Limited
1987/001222/06

100%

QuadSoft

100%

2001/004358/07

Etion Connect
2002/024918/07

Parsec Holdings

LAWTrust

1997/003870/07

25%

2001/004386/07

20%

75%

80%

Etion Create

Redline
Telecommunications

2000/005147/07

1999/022203/07

50%

Electronic DNA
2000/008521/07

100%

100%

Optelix

Parsec Properties

2014/017173/07

2001/007599/07
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